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ABSTRACT 

With more industries realising the decarbonisation potential of green hydrogen, and 

more countries introducing their future hydrogen strategies, large scale hydrogen 

production will soon become a number one priority to meet growing hydrogen demand. 

For this reason, offshore wind farms are being proposed for large scale hydrogen 

production.   

There are two routes to transfer energy generated by offshore wind farms to shore. A 

more conventional way through cables in the form of electricity, and a more novel 

route, by building new or re-using existing gas pipelines to transfer renewable 

electricity in the form of green hydrogen.   

This work compares the two approaches for energy transfer and provides a 

technoeconomic assessment of a large scale offshore green hydrogen production for 

non-grid connected wind farms. With over 6000km of existing oil and gas pipelines in 

the UK continental shelf of the North Sea to be decommissioned in the next 10 years, 

the methodology developed within this work has been applied to a case study in the 

Northern part of the North Sea.    

The methodology firstly identifies and maps areas of interest that match offshore 

renewable resource and oil and gas infrastructure. Once the area has been identified, 

the wind resource can be assessed in this area and the energy yield determined for a 

particular floating wind farm size. The volume of green hydrogen that can be produced 

from the floating wind farm can then be determined and consequently the 

requirements for the hydrogen pipeline infrastructure can be calculated. The final 

stage in the methodology is to conduct a techno-economic assessment to allow 

realistic and informed decisions to be made regarding the use of hydrogen as an 

energy vector at the chosen location.   
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This work demonstrates that it is possible to re-use oil and gas pipelines from a 

thermo-hydraulic perspective even without requiring the use of a compressor on the 

platform. However, substantial summer and winter hydrogen production differences 

cause efficiency issues, leading to significant storage requirements. It also shows that 

building new pipelines to shore only adds 2% to LCOH and might be preferred from 

pipeline integrity perspective. It was established that using pipelines is cheaper than 

using cables in low and central cost scenarios, when the cost for building a new topside 

is not included.   

The methodology presented within can be applied to any future large scale non-grid 

connected windfarms enabling countries to reach their 2050 net zero goals.  
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LAY SUMMARY 

Hydrogen is an energy carrier, that can decarbonise many sectors such as 

transportation, heating, and heavy industry to name a few. This is because unlike fossil 

fuels, when pure hydrogen burns, the only product is water and heat, which is the 

same for when hydrogen is converted to electricity. When produced from renewable 

energy, hydrogen carbon emissions decrease even further, and this hydrogen is often 

called green. With more sectors realising the decarbonisation potential of green 

hydrogen, and more countries introducing their future hydrogen strategies, large scale 

hydrogen production will soon become a number one priority to meet growing 

hydrogen demand. For this reason, offshore wind farms are being proposed for large 

scale hydrogen production.    

There are two routes to transfer energy generated by offshore wind farms back to 

shore. A more conventional way through cables in the form of electricity, and a more 

novel route, by building new or re-using existing gas pipelines to transfer renewable 

electricity in the form of green hydrogen.   

This work compares the two approaches for energy transfer and provides a 

technoeconomic assessment of a large scale offshore green hydrogen production for 

floating offshore wind farms that are not connected to the electrical grid. With over 

6000km of existing offshore UK oil and gas pipelines to be removed in the next 10 

years, the methodology developed within this work has been applied to a case study 

in the Northern part of the North Sea.    

The methodology firstly identifies and maps offshore renewable resource (tide, waves 

and wind) and oil and gas infrastructure (pipelines and platforms). Once suitable area 

for hydrogen production has been identified, the wind resource is assessed in this area 

and the energy production determined for a model floating offshore wind farm. The 

volume of green hydrogen that can be produced from the floating wind farm can then 

be determined and consequently the requirements for the hydrogen pipeline 

infrastructure can be calculated. The final stage in the methodology is to conduct a 

techno-economic assessment to allow realistic and informed decisions to be made 

regarding the use of hydrogen as an energy carrier at the chosen location.   

This work demonstrates that it is possible to re-use oil and gas pipelines for hydrogen 

transportation. However, substantial summer and winter hydrogen production 

differences cause efficiency issues, leading to significant storage requirements. It also 
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shows that building new pipelines to shore only adds 2% to the levelised cost of 

hydrogen. It was established that using pipelines is cheaper than using cables when 

the cost for building a new topside is not included.   

The methodology presented within can be applied to any future large scale windfarm 

that is not connected to the electrical grid, enabling countries to reach their 2050 net 

zero goals.   
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Chapter 1- Introduction 
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 CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Decarbonisation 

It is widely accepted that climate change poses a threat to the planet and humans 

living on it with the driver being human greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions to the 

atmosphere [1], [2]. According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 

(IPCC) any further delay in mitigation and adaptation will lead to missed opportunity 

for sustainable and liveable future for all [1]. To avoid this scenario, many countries 

have met in Glasgow in 2021 for Conference of the parties (COP) under the United 

Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) better known as 

COP26. The result of COP26 was Glasgow Climate Pact proposing to close the 2030 

emissions gap with the aim to reach net zero by 2050 [3], where net zero means that 

the total emissions removed from the atmosphere offset the emissions produced [2].  

To set the scene and link the importance of this research in large scale offshore green 

hydrogen production to current affairs, next section describes decarbonisation efforts 

and legislation within European geopolitical region, namely in Scotland, the United 

Kingdom, and the European Union. These areas were chosen as they are the most 

relevant to the location of the case study carried out within this thesis.  

1.1.1 The European Union 

In Europe, the European Green Deal is looking to reduce GHG emissions by at least 

55% by 2030, with no net GHG emissions by 2050 [4]. On top of the European Green 

Deal, the EU has also introduced the RePowerEU Plan in May 2022, after Russian 

military aggression against Ukraine, to rapidly reduce dependence on Russian fossil 

fuels by accelerating the green transition, saving energy, and diversifying suppliers. 

RePowerEu is looking to lower natural gas consumption by 30% by 2030 by meeting 

energy efficiency targets. The plan also increases renewable energy targets to 45% 

(1236 GW) by 2030; and sets target of 10 million tonnes of domestic and 10 million 

tonnes of imported renewable hydrogen by 2030. According to The Commission, 

hydrogen will be key to replacing natural gas, coal and oil in hard to decarbonise 

industries and transportation [5].  
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1.1.2 The United Kingdom 

The UK is aiming to be net zero by 2050. In April 2022, the UK government released 

the British Energy Security Strategy [6] that builds on the Ten Point Plan for green 

industrial revolution by the Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy 

(BEIS) [7] and the Net Zero Strategy [8]. Some of the goals that the UK is looking to 

achieve are fully decarbonising the power system by 2035, with 40 GW of offshore 

wind 1GW of which to be floating by 2030, installing carbon capture and storage to 

tackle industrial emissions, ensuring low carbon heating in buildings, and all cars being 

fully zero emissions capable by 2035 [8]. As part of the strategy, 5GW of hydrogen 

production should be delivered by 2030, whilst halving Oil and Gas (O&G) emissions 

[8].  

By providing step-by-step guide to large scale offshore green hydrogen production, 

this thesis is in line with these decarbonisation goals and helps to accelerate UK 

hydrogen production. It aligns with several points on The Ten Point Plan such as:  

• Point 1- Advancing offshore wind by enabling storage and energy transportation 

even to grid constrained areas. 

• Point 2- Driving the growth of low carbon hydrogen by producing green 

hydrogen at large scale. 

• Points 4, 5, 6, and 7- Accelerating the shift to zero emission vehicles, green 

public transport, jet zero and green ships as well as greener buildings by 

growing hydrogen supply.   
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1.1.3 Scotland 

To tackle climate change, in 2019 Scotland has set a new net zero emissions target 

by 2045 based on the recommendations by The Climate Change Committee (CCC) 

[2]. The new interim targets for Scotland are at least 75% lower emissions than the 

baseline by 2030 and 90% lower emissions than the baseline by 2040 [9]. The GHGs 

reported in the greenhouse gas account are carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide, 

perfluorocarbons, sulphur hexafluoride, nitrogen trifluoride and hydrofluorocarbons 

[10]. The baseline for carbon dioxide, methane, and nitrous oxide is set as the 

emissions in the year 1990, while the baseline for all the rest of the reported gases is 

the year 1995 [10]. In 2019, the greenhouse gas account reduced by 51.5%, which 

caused Scotland to miss their 2019 interim target of 55% reduction in comparison to 

the baseline by 3.5% [10].  

Figure 1.1 summarises total Scottish emissions by sector for 2019 as published by the 

CCC [11]. As can be seen in Figure 1.1, surface transportation is the highest emitting 

sector in Scotland with 56% of emissions coming from cars, and 18% each from HGVs 

and vans [11]. Second most emitting sector includes both residential and non-

residential buildings, where energy efficiency improvements have decreased direct 

emissions by 22% since 1990. While the power generation now only accounts for 4% 

of total emissions, fuel supply contributed 9% where 48% comes from O&G production 

and 41% from refining. The 2020 greenhouse gas account will be published in June 

2022. 

The next section discusses, the role of hydrogen in helping to reduce the carbon 

footprint of the afore mentioned sectors, including existing examples of key hydrogen 

projects.   
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Figure 1.1: Scottish emissions % by sector. 

 

1.2 Hydrogen 

Hydrogen is the most abundant element in the Universe. It is an odourless and 

nontoxic energy carrier, with the highest energy content by weight when compared to 

common fuels like gasoline, diesel and MGO (marine gas oil). Hydrogen is an 

important low carbon replacement for natural gas, with the potential to reduce 

emissions from a variety of sectors such as heating, transportation, heavy industry, 

power production and others. Unlike fossil fuels, when pure hydrogen burns, the only 

product is water and heat, which is the same for when hydrogen is converted to 

electricity. When produced from renewable feedstocks such as renewable energy, 

hydrogen has an even higher potential for carbon reduction than when produced from 

fossil fuels as the carbon savings from production add up to the savings from avoided 

tailpipe emissions [12]. 
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1.2.1 Hydrogen Strategies  

The fact that hydrogen is a future strategic enabler to decarbonisation and energy 

transition is evidenced by the number of countries that have released their hydrogen 

strategies and roadmaps in the past five years. Japan, leading the way in 2017 [13], 

South Korea and Australia in 2019 [14], [15], have been followed by a significant 

number of European countries as well as Chile and Canada in 2020 [16]–[18]. The 

Scottish Government’s hydrogen policy statement was released in 2020 [19], followed 

by The UK hydrogen strategy in 2021 [20]. 

By 2030, the EU is aiming to have sufficient electrolyser capacity to produce 10 million 

tons of green domestic hydrogen, Scotland is aiming for 5GW of renewable and low 

carbon hydrogen and the UK is targeting 42 TWh/yr of low carbon hydrogen production 

[5], [19], [20].  

1.2.2 Types of Hydrogen 

1.2.2.1 Grey, Blue and Brown Hydrogen  

In 2020, over 99% of the 90 Mt of world hydrogen demand, was generated from fossil 

fuels [18]. This includes hydrogen obtained from steam methane reforming (SMR), 

from cracking, and from coal gasification [21]. In SMR, natural gas reacts with steam 

at high temperatures over a catalyst resulting in syngas, from which the so-called grey 

hydrogen is separated at a later stage [22]. Steam methane reforming and water-gas 

shift reactions are shown in Equations (1.1) and (1.2).  

It is the most widely used as well as the cheapest method of hydrogen production with 

the lowest carbon dioxide emissions of the fossil fuel H2 production methods [23]. In 

theory, around 90% of the carbon dioxide from the SMR process can be captured by 

the CCS (carbon capture and storage) or CCUS (carbon capture usage and storage) 

system turning grey hydrogen into blue hydrogen [22], [24]. From existing projects, 

Sturgeon refinery in Canada captures 70% of its CO2 emissions, producing blue 

hydrogen required for refinery operation and selling carbon dioxide for further use in 

enhanced oil recovery [25], [26]. 
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𝐶𝐻4 + 𝐻2𝑂 → 3𝐻2 + 𝐶𝑂 
(1.1) 

𝐶𝑂 + 𝐻2𝑂 → 𝐻2 + 𝐶𝑂2 (1.2) 

There is another blue hydrogen production process called autothermal reforming 

(ATR) with CCS. It also uses natural gas to form hydrogen but should have a higher 

conversion efficiency and 95% CO2 capture rate in theory. It is not currently used due 

to lack of CO2 transportation and storage infrastructure.[27]. ATR uses pure oxygen 

rather than air for partial combustion and thus avoids CO2 nitrogen separation as in 

SMR [27].  

Coal gasification producing brown hydrogen on the other hand, has cheaper fuel costs 

but higher carbon footprint than SMR due to lower hydrogen production efficiency, 

which is around 60% [22], [23].  

1.2.2.2 Green Hydrogen 

According to Velazquez Abad & Dodds [28], there is no universally accepted definition 

for green hydrogen yet. However, most of the definitions do mention renewable source 

or constrain the amount of GHG emissions released [28]. Thus, for the purpose of this 

thesis, green hydrogen (or renewable hydrogen) refers to hydrogen produced from 

renewable sources such as wind or solar energy. To produce hydrogen from 

renewable energy, a process called electrolysis is used. Electrolysis is a chemical 

process in which electricity is used to split water into hydrogen and oxygen gas.  

There are three types of electrolysers including alkaline (61% of total installed 

capacity), Polymer Electrolyte Membrane often referred to as PEM (31%), and solid 

oxide electrolysers (0.8%) [18] shown in Figure 1.2 a) b) and c) respectively. When 

direct current (DC) is applied to a chemical cell in the presence of water, hydrogen 

evolves at the cathode, while oxygen evolves at anode for low temperature 

electrolysers such as alkaline and PEM (60-90°C) (Figure 1.2 a) and b)) and vice versa 

for high temperature electrolysers such as solid oxide electrolyser (700-900°C) (Figure 

1.2 c)) [29], [30]. 
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The major difference between PEM and alkaline electrolyser is that a PEM electrolyser 

has an acidic electrolyte separated by a membrane instead of a basic electrolyte 

through which the hydrogen cations pass from the anode to the cathode. (See Figure 

1.2). More detail on different types of electrolysers and their suitability for offshore 

hydrogen production can be read in Chapter 3. Green hydrogen produced by 

electrolysis of water contributed less than 0.5% of global hydrogen supply in 2020 [18]. 

However, according to IEA, there are enough projects at different development stages 

that could boost electrolytic hydrogen supply to 8Mt by 2030 [18]. 

To convert hydrogen back to electricity, reverse reaction to the one described in Figure 

1.2 occurs in which hydrogen reacts with oxygen to create water vapour while forcing 

the electrons to pass through the electric circuit,  Equations (1.3) to (1.5). The device 

in which reverse electrolysis occurs is called a fuel cell, with the most common type 

being the PEM fuel cell.  

   

a) Alkaline 

electrolyser 
b) PEM electrolyser 

c) Solid oxide 

electrolyser 

Figure 1.2: Diagram of an a) alkaline, b) PEM and c) solid oxide electrolyser 
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𝐴𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒: 𝐻2 → 2𝐻+ + 2𝑒− (1.3) 

𝐶𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑𝑒: 
1

2
𝑂2 + 2𝐻+ + 2𝑒− → 𝐻2𝑂 (1.4) 

𝑂𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛: 𝐻2 +
1

2
𝑂2  → 𝐻2𝑂 (1.5) 

 

There is also pink and yellow hydrogen, which are both types of electrolytic hydrogen 

powered by nuclear reactors (pink) or solar power (yellow). The least common type of 

hydrogen is turquoise hydrogen that is produced via methane pyrolysis, which is a 

catalytic process resulting in decomposition of natural gas into hydrogen and solid 

carbon as shown in Equation (1.6) [31].  

𝐶𝐻4 → 2𝐻2 + 𝐶 (1.6) 

The last type of hydrogen discussed within this section is hydrogen obtained through 

CCUS enabled biomass gasification. During this process, the biomass consisting of 

any organic material such as agricultural, commercial or sewage waste, is heated in 

air, oxygen or steam to create syngas consisting of combination of carbon monoxide, 

carbon dioxide and hydrogen, from which hydrogen is separated at a later stage [27]. 

While gasification is a mature technology, the CCUS application is new and so this 

type of hydrogen is likely to be produced in 2030s to 2050s once CCUS infrastructure 

is installed [27]. 

1.2.3 Hydrogen Application 

The following section outlines sectors that hydrogen can help to decarbonise, 

describing the role of hydrogen as well as examples of relevant hydrogen projects.  

1.2.3.1 Heavy Industry 

Hydrogen could decarbonise industrial processes that require gas to create high 

temperatures such as cement, aluminium, iron and steel production [32] or be used as 

a green reducing agent in the steel production process [33]. The iron and steel making 

industry is the second largest industry energy consumer and largest CO2 emitter in the 

world contributing 2.6 gigatonnes of carbon dioxide per year [32]. 
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Iron and steel making accounts for up to 7% of global CO2 emissions [32]. There is a 

Swedish joint venture, HYBRIT that is aiming to replace coal with hydrogen in the steel 

making process. In this case, HYBRIT is suggesting using hydrogen Equation (1.7) 

rather than natural gas or coke Equation (1.8) as a main reductant, which can reduce 

85-90% of total carbon dioxide emissions in ore-based steel making process [34]. 

Steel manufacturers can also use hydrogen as energy storage allowing for reliable 

renewable energy supply to power electric furnaces and ovens, reducing the carbon 

footprint of steelmaking even further [33].  

 

1

3
𝐹𝑒2𝑂3 + 𝐻2 →

2

3
𝐹𝑒 + 𝐻2𝑂 (1.7)  

1

3
𝐹𝑒2𝑂3 + 𝐶𝑂 →

2

3
𝐹𝑒 + 𝐶𝑂2 (1.8)  

 

1.2.3.2 Chemical Industry 

The chemical sector is the largest industrial energy consumer when counted together 

with the petrochemical industry [35]. Green hydrogen could be used as a feedstock 

for synthesis of ammonia, Equation (1.9), avoiding 1.7t of CO2 per ton of product, and 

synthesis of methanol, Equation (1.10), avoiding 1.5t of CO2 per ton of product [36]. 

Using green hydrogen in these processes would lead to decarbonisation of further 

processes such as production of propylene, benzene, toluene and xylene, which can 

be synthetised using green hydrogen based methanol and then again used as 

feedstocks for different polymers [36]. 

 

3𝐻2 + 𝑁2 → 2𝑁𝐻3 (1.9) 

𝐶𝑂 + 2𝐻2 → 𝐶𝐻3𝑂𝐻 (1.10) 

 

A good example of industrial use of hydrogen is project Refhyne that is aiming to 

decarbonise refinery products as well as investigate opportunities in decarbonising 

refinery processes [37]. Hydrogen could be used for example as a fuel for high heat 

[38]. 
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1.2.3.3 Heat 

Hydrogen could replace natural gas in the gas grid providing heat to homes with some 

adjustments to the end user appliances. BEIS is planning to enable 20% hydrogen 

blending into the natural gas supply by 2023, which could save up to 6 million tonnes 

of carbon dioxide equivalent every year, transitioning to 100% hydrogen gas network 

in the future [39].  

There are already several existing projects involving hydrogen gas networks, two 

examples of which include H100 and Hy4Heat. H100 project is a world-first 

demonstration of its kind looking to provide 300 local homes in Fife with a 100% 

hydrogen gas grid with hydrogen sourced from a local offshore wind turbine [40]. 

Hy4Heat project carried out a safety assessment for using 100% hydrogen for heating 

and cooking and helped to mobilise industry and academia to collaborate and develop 

new domestic hydrogen boilers, meters, cookers, heaters and other appliances that 

will be essential to replacing natural gas with hydrogen in the gas grid [41].  

1.2.3.4 Transportation 

Different means of transportation such as ships, airplanes, trains, road transportation 

like buses, heavy freight vehicles, vans, passenger vehicles, specialised machinery 

such as agricultural machinery, refuse vehicles, road gritters, etc can all in theory be 

decarbonised by hydrogen. There is a potential to retrofit existing vehicles and use 

hydrogen or hydrogen derivatives in combustion engines or powering electric vehicles 

using fuel cells.  

An example of an existing retrofitted hydrogen ferry is HyDime project operating a 

dual-fuel hydrogen-diesel commercial passenger and vehicle ferry between Kirkwall 

and Shapinsay in Orkney [42]. Other transportation initiatives are H2 Bus Europe, a 

consortium looking to deploy at least 1000 hydrogen buses to cities in Europe by 2023, 

with buses already operating in the UK, Denmark and Latvia [43], hydrogen-electric 

power trains for aircrafts by ZeroAvia [44], and Alstom hydrogen trains [45].  

1.2.3.5 Power  

There are several roles hydrogen and its derivatives could play in decarbonisation of 

the power sector. Hydrogen is one of the leading options for long term renewable 

energy storage helping to smooth the power supply as well as helping to export 

renewable energy worldwide [46]. Both hydrogen and ammonia could be used in gas 
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turbines as a blend as well as sole gasses for power generation. Other options are 

using fuel cells as back up and alternative to diesel generators in off-grid scenarios 

such as remote locations or offshore oil and gas platforms.  

One example of hydrogen in the power sector is the BIG HIT project, where a 75kW 

hydrogen fuel cell is being used as a generator in Kirkwall providing heat and power 

for several harbour buildings as well as supplying ferries with power when docked [47].  

An example of hydrogen storage is the HYPSTER project funded by the Fuel Cells 

and Hydrogen Joint Undertaking (FCH JU), which is a hydrogen storage pilot project 

funded by the EU looking to store hydrogen in underground salt caverns in France 

[48].  

Other sectors that could be decarbonised via hydrogen are agriculture through ‘green’ 

fertilisers produced from green ammonia and whiskey distilling industry using 

hydrogen to decarbonise whiskey production [49]. 

1.2.4 Offshore Wind and Hydrogen  

With renewable energy expanding further offshore to access good wind resource, and 

significant expenses for decommissioning of oil and gas infrastructure approaching, 

hydrogen production which re-uses offshore oil and gas assets is becoming of more 

interest to countries around the North Sea, such as UK, Norway and the Netherlands. 

An estimated £16.6 billion is forecast to be spent on decommissioning in the UK 

continental shelf in the next decade, the majority of which will take place around 

Scotland [50]. 

There are several studies carried out in the Netherlands by Energy Delta Institute 

(EDI), The World Energy Council and North Sea Energy looking into synergies 

between different offshore fields and repurposing of oil and gas infrastructure to be 

used for carbon storage and hydrogen production  [51]–[55].  

There are also ongoing industrial projects around the North Sea that are further 

described in Section 1.2.5 such as the Deep Purple, PosHydon or GigaStack projects.  
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The major advantage of producing hydrogen offshore would be the potential of 

repurposing the pre-existing oil and gas infrastructure for transporting the power to 

shore in the form of hydrogen rather than building new cables to connect to an already 

constrained grid. Another advantage is that producing hydrogen offshore is often 

perceived safer than producing it onshore, resulting in higher public acceptance and 

support [55]. A full literature review on offshore hydrogen production is provided in 

Chapter 3.  

There are three different methods to produce green hydrogen from offshore wind, 

based on the location of the electrolyser as shown in Figure 1.3. There is onshore 

hydrogen production, offshore hydrogen production with the electrolyser co-located 

with the wind turbine (decentralised hydrogen production) and centralised offshore 

hydrogen production.  

 

Figure 1.3: Diagram showing different ways of green hydrogen production 

form offshore wind. 

Onshore hydrogen production is closest to current “business as usual” where the 

power from an offshore wind farm is transmitted to shore through power cables and 

connected to a hydrogen production site onshore. The major advantage of producing 

hydrogen onshore is that it avoids costly offshore operations and allows electrolysers 

to be connected to a fresh water source.   

This option is currently the most advanced in comparison to other options for 

producing hydrogen from offshore wind. However, challenges include a near-shore 

corrosive marine environment that will require adjustments to the electrolyser.  
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When it comes to offshore hydrogen production, electrolysers could be ‘centralised’, 

where they are all placed on an offshore substation, a re-used oil and gas platform, a 

newly built offshore platform, or an artificial island, or ‘decentralised’ where each 

electrolyser is on an individual wind turbine structure. Advantages of offshore 

hydrogen production are the reduction of power transmission cables that are more 

expensive than hydrogen pipelines [56], and greater public acceptance [55] while the 

disadvantages include a harsh offshore environment, need for costly offshore 

operations and the requirement for desalination units to provide a supply of high quality 

water.  

When comparing centralised and decentralised hydrogen production, a major 

challenge of having centralised offshore hydrogen production is the limited space on 

a platform, requiring advancement in electrolyser technology for bulk hydrogen 

production (i.e. vertically stackable electrolysers) [57]. The major advantage of 

centralised hydrogen production is the ability to apply system level management 

strategy options that will significantly drive down all cost elements and improve the 

efficiency of the system. Another advantage of centralised offshore hydrogen 

production is the potential of re-using oil and gas infrastructure and deferring the cost 

of decommissioning. 

On the other hand, co-locating hydrogen production with each individual wind turbine 

allows the power output of an entire wind farm to be captured for conversion to green 

hydrogen. This is because it is easier to fit an electrolyser and a desalination unit with 

the capacity of an individual WTG onto the structure of the WTG than fit all the 

electrolysers covering capacity of the whole windfarm onto a platform. This is the major 

advantage of this option. However, there will be increased efficiency loses as the 

electrolysers will not be centrally managed. Other advantages include easier 

installation and decommissioning when the electrolyser system is directly attached to 

the structure, which is specifically applicable to floating wind turbines.  
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The challenges associated with decentralised hydrogen production are the necessary 

adjustments to the electrolysers to make them suitable for offshore operation on a 

floating or a fixed platform. This might include motion compensation technology when 

placed on a floating substructure as well as including marinisation aspects.  Key 

disadvantages are the loss of economies of scale, loss of centralised system 

management and operation and maintenance (O&M). During O&M each electrolyser 

will have to be attended to individually in comparison to onshore and centralised 

options where the electrolyser(s) are located on the same site. This will significantly 

prolong the time needed for maintenance, which is costly when operating offshore.  

1.2.5 Relevant Offshore Wind to Hydrogen Projects  

1.2.5.1 Gigastack Project (UK)  

The Gigastack project is looking into using renewable energy from the Hornsea 2 

Ørsted offshore windfarm to produce hydrogen with a 100 MW PEM type electrolyser 

supplied by ITM Power to decarbonise the nearby Phillips 66 Refinery on the Humber. 

The project is looking to deploy the electrolyser in 2025 [58].   

1.2.5.2 Westkuste 100 Project (Germany) 

The project includes building a 700 MW green hydrogen plant by 2030, powered by a 

dedicated Ørsted offshore wind farm. The windfarm is currently unbuildable due to grid 

constraints, so in order to be built, hydrogen is required to transfer the energy to land. 

The plant is intended for synthetic fuels production for airplanes. Companies involved 

include Ørsted, EDF, Thyssenkrupp and others [59].  

1.2.5.3 PosHydon (Netherlands) 

The PosHydon project is aiming to install and operate a 1 MW PEM electrolyser on a 

Q-13a oil and gas platform in the Dutch section of the North Sea, transferring the 

produced hydrogen to land through an existing gas pipeline. This platform has been 

previously electrified with a cable from land and thus has been found to be fit for 

purpose. The companies involved are Neptune Energy, Nexstep, TNO, Gasunie 

DEME Offshore and others [60]. This pilot project was scheduled to start at the end of 

2021 and run for two years [61]. However, there is no publicly available information, 

at the time of writing, confirming that the electrolyser has been already installed. 
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1.2.5.4 Deep Purple (Norway) 

This project offers an alternative storage solution to batteries and is looking into 

installing subsea hydrogen storage onto the seabed. The electrolysers at wind turbine 

generator (WTG) level will produce hydrogen, which can then be stored in the tanks 

on the seabed and converted back to electricity via the fuel cells. The full-scale pilot 

should be running by 2025 [62].  

1.2.5.5 Dolphyn Project (UK) 

The Deepwater Offshore Local Production of Hydrogen (Dolphyn) project, is ERM’s 

concept for large scale green hydrogen production from offshore floating wind. ERM 

is looking to install a PEM electrolyser on a moored floating semi-submersible sub-

structure and transfer the hydrogen to land through hydrogen pipelines [63]. The 

project is initially designed for the North Sea, looking to install a 2 MW prototype by 

2024 and 10 MW full scale precommercial model by 2027 [63]. 

1.3 Offshore Oil and Gas Infrastructure 

Since the commercial extraction of oil and gas began, extensive networks of offshore 

O&G infrastructure have been installed globally. As a lot of these structures are now 

nearing the end of their lifetime, this work investigates potential of their re-use for the 

purpose of offshore green hydrogen production. This section briefly introduces existing 

oil and gas infrastructure, mainly platforms, as Chapter 4 describes the pipelines in 

great detail. This section then ends with the discussion on current regulations for 

decommissioning and re-use of oil and gas infrastructure.  
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Oil and gas platform typically consists of a topside and a substructure that holds the 

topside above the sea level (see Figure 1.4). As shown in Figure 1.4, typical topside 

contains a drilling rig for oil and gas extraction, a power generation to supply the 

platform with electrical energy, a helideck, a crane, production equipment, a flare 

boom to burn excessive gas, and living quarters in case the platform is manned [64]. 

There are two ways to divide O&G platforms, based on material, and attachment to 

the sea floor. O&G platforms can be fixed or floating, and steel or concrete. Fixed 

platforms can be further subdivided into piled structures (typically made of steel) and 

gravity based (typically made of concrete). Out of 522 O&G structures in the North 

Sea, the majority of them have steel substructure [65]. 

Figure 1.4 shows an example of most common oil and gas structure, which is jacket 

type platform [64]. Jacket is a piled steel structure consisting of tubular steel legs that 

are piled into the seabed. Other types of O&G platforms are presented in Figure 1.5. 

The choice between these depends on the water depth.  

Figure 1.4: Steel jacket oil and gas platform [64]. 
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Once the platform reaches end of its life, it goes through the process of 

decommissioning, which means the platform is removed and the seabed is returned 

to its previous condition. Rather than issues with structural integrity, the platforms are 

often decommissioned due to well depletion or the extraction from the field the platform 

serves being no longer commercially viable. As mentioned in Section 1.2.4, an 

estimated £16.6 billion is forecast to be spent on decommissioning in the UK 

continental shelf in the next decade, the majority of which will take place around 

Scotland [50]. Thus, following section discusses decommissioning. 

 

1.3.1 Decommissioning 

Under OSPAR Decision 98/3, it is prohibited to leave wholly or partly disused offshore 

installations in-situ offshore. The only exceptions are all concrete installations, and  

steel jacket installations weighing more than 10,000 tonnes in air, in which case 

companies can apply for derogation (leaving structures in place) [66]. The topsides of 

all installations however, must be removed to shore [67].  

The expected cost of topside removal is estimated at £1 billion (6.6% of overall 

decommissioning cost) [66]. There are three approaches to decommissioning of the 

topsides [66];  

Figure 1.5: Different types of platform substructures based 

on water depth [64].  
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• ‘Single-lift’ which uses large lift vessels to remove the topside with all equipment 

in one lift up to 48,000 tons [68].  

• ‘Reverse installation’ where modules are removed one by one  

• ‘Piece small’ where the topside is broken into small pieces and removed to 

shore  

The decision as to what approach to take usually depends on the availability of vessels 

and technical constraints of the structure like weight and configuration. If a heavy lift 

vessel is available and the topside can be removed in one piece, this is usually the 

preferred way as it decreases the amount of expensive offshore operations. When 

heavy lift vessels are not available, or the topsides are too heavy to be removed in 

one go, the other two methods are chosen [69].  

For the purposes of reuse for offshore hydrogen production, reverse installation and 

single-lift are preferred. The reverse installation method leaves the topside deck in 

place and available for re-use, if suitable, from a structural integrity point of view.  

Single-lift removes the entire topside and allows a new topside, including hydrogen 

production equipment to be installed on the substructure. While the reverse-installation 

method can save money on building a new topside, it will be more costly during 

decommissioning as it will involve more offshore operations than single lift and vice 

versa. Piece small decommissioning is inappropriate for re-use of platforms for 

hydrogen production as it involves breaking the modules on the topside, which in 

contrast to reverse installation, can cause damage to the topside. The topside might 

then end up needing to be replaced, resulting in further costs and delay. Regardless 

of whether the topside is replaced, it is notable that leaving the substructure in situ can 

defer expenditure of £1 billion, which is estimated for total substructure removal within 

the UK continental shelf [66]. 

In line with Offshore Petroleum Regulator for Environment and Decommissioning 

(OPRED) regulations, all decommissioning programmes must demonstrate that all 

potentials for re-use have been examined and discussed with the North Sea Transition 

Authority (former OGA, which stands for The  Oil and Gas Authority) [67].  

Some challenges identified by the Department for Business, Energy and Industrial 

Strategy (BEIS) for preventing re-use of offshore oil and gas infrastructure for other 

commercial purposes are: 
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• Liability – currently the Secretary of State can make the previous owner of the 

infrastructure liable for decommissioning of the structure if the current owner is 

unable to meet the decommissioning requirements [70]. This makes the 

current operators of the platforms reluctant to sell the structures for re-use as 

they cannot completely pass on the liability.  

• Cost of deferring decommissioning - deferring decommissioning in order to re-

use the infrastructure in the future will still incur costs for maintenance and 

monitoring that will have to be paid by someone whether it is the current asset 

owner, the new asset owner or the government [70]. 
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1.4 This Work 

With increasing emergency to tackle the climate change and growing interest in 

hydrogen as a key contributor to decarbonisation, this thesis addresses the question 

of a large-scale green hydrogen supply that will be crucial to meeting decarbonisation 

goals as outlined within this chapter.  

With renewable energy expanding further offshore, the research question being 

addressed in this work is: 

i. is it technically feasible to produce green hydrogen offshore in large scale, 

whilst repurposing existing O&G infrastructure to transport power back to shore 

in the form of hydrogen and  

ii. is it economically feasible to produce green hydrogen offshore in large scale, 

whilst repurposing existing O&G infrastructure to transport power back to shore 

in the form of hydrogen? 

 

Thus, the aim of this research is to investigate the techno-economic feasibility of future 

offshore hydrogen production with a case study applied to Scotland. This will be 

achieved through following objectives: 

• Mapping and matching areas for offshore wind farms and oil and gas platforms 

around Scotland (Chapter 2) 

• Estimating annual energy production of a model floating offshore windfarm 

(Chapter 2 and Chapter 3) 

• Investigating offshore hydrogen production (Chapter 3) 

• Investigating transportation of hydrogen through existing O&G pipelines in the 

North Sea (Chapter 4) 

• Conducting economic analysis of offshore hydrogen production (Chapter 5) 
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1.4.1 Thesis Layout 

First Chapter outlines the challenges and current interest in hydrogen as well as the 

role hydrogen could play in decarbonisation. Later the second chapter talks about 

mapping of offshore oil and gas infrastructure and potential offshore renewable energy 

sites. It describes the methodology and applies it to a case study in the Scottish part 

of the North Sea. The second part of the second chapter goes through reasoning and 

methodology of resource assessment in which a 1.5GW floating offshore windfarm 

has been designed and annual energy yield has been calculated. Further it describes 

four scenarios that show the effect of availability of the windfarm on the capacity factor 

for non-grid connected wind farms.   

As shown in Figure 1.6, the results of Chapter 2 then feed into Chapter 3 which 

introduces offshore hydrogen production in more detail and shows methodology for 

calculating hourly hydrogen production and flow rates, which then feed into Chapter 

4.  

Figure 1.6: Diagram of the layout of this thesis. 
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Chapter 4 describes hydrogen transportation through pipelines and different 

associated challenges such as failure modes, difference in materials between purpose 

build hydrogen pipelines and existing pipelines in the North Sea. Further the chapter 

contains methodology and results for pressure drop calculations done on software 

PIPESIM that determine suitability of existing offshore gas pipelines for hydrogen 

transportation.  

Last Chapter contains economic analysis to answer the second part of the research 

question whether offshore hydrogen production is economically feasible. It contains 

comparison between levelised cost of hydrogen (LCOH) and levelised cost of 

electricity (LCOE) from the modelled wind farm described in Chapter 2 and describes 

which is more feasible and why including sensitivity analysis.  

1.4.2 Constraints 

The work focuses on large scale centralised green hydrogen production via PEM 

electrolysis from a non-grid connected offshore floating wind farm. It investigates re-

use of oil and gas infrastructure such as platforms, to produce hydrogen, and natural 

gas pipelines, to transport hydrogen to shore. This work does not investigate re-use 

of existing pipelines or building new pipelines onshore. The research focuses entirely 

on hydrogen production and transportation and does not cover any other aspects of 

hydrogen economy such as storage or other hydrogen carriers such as ammonia or 

methanol. This is because many different topics needed to be covered in the 

timeframe of this EngD for completeness of the techno-economic analysis, and there 

are other IDCORE students investigating hydrogen storage and hydrogen derivatives. 

The work investigates the feasibility of offshore green hydrogen production in the year 

2030, as commercial offshore hydrogen production is likely to happen further in the 

future based on the current pace of energy transition and growth of hydrogen demand, 

the improvements and marinisation of green hydrogen production technologies and 

the timelines for building new windfarms. Scotland has been chosen for the case study 

as with its vast offshore wind resources, decarbonisation goals and hydrogen 

ambitions, it is uniquely placed for large scale offshore green hydrogen production. 
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1.4.3 Contributions to Knowledge 

To be able to produce green hydrogen offshore, techno-economic assessment like the 

one developed in this work is an essential first step to identify challenges and help 

industry and academia to progress decarbonisation goals at pace.  

The major contributions of this work are: 

a) Mapped areas around Scotland with oil and gas infrastructure near areas with 

existing wind farms or areas suitable for future offshore wind farm 

developments including information on weight, decommissioning, and expected 

cease of operation for the platforms nearby. This can be utilised by the O&G 

platform operators to determine possible use of their platforms and pipelines 

after the cease of production as well as to evaluate their decarbonisation 

options. This information can be also used by the wind farm developers and 

hydrogen supply developers to establish areas suitable for large scale 

hydrogen production.  

b) Full detailed methodology on resource assessment and impact of offshore 

hydrogen production on the capacity factor of the windfarm, which was also 

published in conference proceedings [71] and used in a journal paper [72]. This 

work gives information to wind farm developers on potential impacts of 

hydrogen production on the capacity factor of non-grid connected windfarms 

that is highly relevant to grid constrained areas.  

c) Full methodology on existing pipeline re-use for hydrogen, which is relevant to 

offshore gas pipelines operators on options after cease of O&G production as 

well as analysis of low pressure pipeline operation without compressors, which 

is of interest to the future hydrogen producers due to the limited space offshore. 

d) Full offshore green hydrogen production analysis as well as levelised cost of 

offshore green hydrogen calculations that can be used by the wind farm 

developers to provide them with information on alternative options of sending 

power to land when building wind farms near grid constrained areas with good 

resource.  

Additionally to the interest of the industrial sponsor Wood plc, other organisations 

interested in this research were Crown Estate Scotland, Net Zero Technology Centre 

(former Oil and Gas Technology Centre), Shetland Islands Council, and North Sea 

Transition Authority (former Oil and Gas Authority).  
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This research has been also presented at the Scottish Hydrogen and Fuel Cell 

Association (SHFCA) Annual Conference in 2019, Wind Europe 2019 Conference, 

Tech20 for Net Zero Technology Centre in 2020, and to the MPs at the House of 

Commons in 2020 to highlight a few events. 

With the overarching way this thesis covers major points of offshore green hydrogen 

production, it serves as a steppingstone towards large scale offshore green hydrogen 

production in the future. It provides information crucial to enabling re-use of oil and 

gas infrastructure for green hydrogen production and provides alternative to windfarm 

operators to the way they transfer their power to land. With the current growth in 

hydrogen demand and supply, this thesis is well placed and timed to provide important 

answers in the novel but growing field of offshore green hydrogen production.     
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2.2 Methodology 

Figure 2.2 shows the methodology for selecting an area for offshore green hydrogen 

production, through resource assessment all the way to annual energy production 

calculations. Each section of the process shows attributes needed, to evaluate each 

of the sections, which will be first discussed in more detail in sections below and then 

applied to a case study in Scotland also referred to as the Magnus case study due to 

its location near the Magnus platform.    

 

Figure 2.2: Methodology diagram. 

2.2.1 Mapping  

Several aspects need to be considered to select an appropriate site for offshore green 

hydrogen production while re-using oil and gas infrastructure. There are exclusion 

areas which are used by other users and constraints that make certain areas more 

suitable than others (see Figure 2.2). Exclusion aspects as well as some constraints 

are similar to those considered for any offshore structure and are well described by 

Marine Scotland [73].  

Marine Scotland [73] divides exclusion zones, that limit areas available for new 

offshore production facilities, into three categories. These are industry, environment, 

and socio-cultural zones. The industrial users are military, aviation (where relevant for 
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hydrogen production in combination with wind farms), shipping, and fishing. 

Environmental aspects include nature protection zones, as well as potential collision 

zones with sea species and seabird. Socio-cultural aspects include leisure activities 

such as water sports, aesthetics, but also areas of special cultural and/or local 

community interest. For example, projects that aim to be built near beaches or cliffs 

that bring tourists to the local area or have sentimental meaning to the local community 

are unlikely to go ahead. However, in certain cases, the structures can become 

desirable from socio-cultural aspect as in case of Whitelee windfarm that has an 

interactive visitor’s centre as well as cycle routes for people to use [74].  

Technical aspects that need to be considered and are a constraint rather than 

exclusion are renewable energy (RE), grid, physical features, O&G infrastructure, and 

hydrogen demand hubs. RE considers the quality of renewable energy resource (when 

considering building RE converter as well as hydrogen production facility) or existing 

or planned offshore renewable energy converters (ORECs) (when planning to co-

locate hydrogen production facility with existing ORECs). Grid aspect includes 

distance from substations, cable landings and the size and ‘stability’ of the closest grid. 

Lack of these means the area may be more suitable for hydrogen production rather 

than grid connection. Physical features include bathymetry and water depth, which 

can also be an exclusion factor if considering fixed ORECs or depending on anchoring 

system chosen if OREC is floating. O&G infrastructure includes existing O&G 

infrastructure such as platforms and pipelines, including their expected cease of 

production. The last constraint to consider is the proximity to potential hydrogen 

demand hubs that includes areas onshore and offshore that have potential offtakers 

of hydrogen. These could be ports, distilleries, refineries, as well as big cities and other 

offtakers described in Section 1.2.3 of Chapter 1.  

The data needed to determine appropriate location are usually obtained through 

different surveys such as environmental survey (to obtain information on species in 

the area, bathymetry, depth), resource assessment (installing wind masts and/or 

weather buoys to gain information on RE resource), stakeholder engagement 

(information on industry, environment, and socio-cultural aspects). However, most of 

these data are already publicly available through different databases or are provided 

by different institutions such as Energy Industries Council (energy related data), NATS 

(world air traffic data), ESRI (miscellaneous world data) [75], Marine Scotland 

(Scotland specific offshore data) [76], etc. The data are usually in the form of a 
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shapefile, which is a data storage format that stores geographic information such as 

location, shape and physical attributes [77]. These can be processed by geographic 

information system (GIS) tools that create, manage and map data and connect it to a 

geographic location [77].  

2.2.2 Resource Assessment 

Whilst the mapping section was applicable to all ORECs, this section will focus on 

offshore wind assessment as this thesis is focused on large scale hydrogen 

production. Current tidal and wave energy converters have lower power output and 

technology readiness level.  

2.2.2.1 Wind Data 

Cantero [78] describes typical resource assessment and energy production 

methodology that has been applied in this thesis. To calculate annual energy 

production, either measured or virtual wind data are used. Typical meteorological 

measurement masts from which data can be sourced include anemometers for 

measuring wind speed, wind vanes for measuring wind direction, plus a thermometer, 

barometer, hygrometer and pyranometer to measure air temperature, pressure, 

moisture and solar irradiation [78]. The data used for energy production calculations 

such as wind speed and wind direction time series need to be measured or 

extrapolated to the hub height (the distance from the platform to the rotor) of interest 

[78]. The equation below shows the extrapolation method used when wind data are 

not available at desired height [79].   

𝜈𝑖 = 𝜈0 (
ℎ𝑖

ℎ0
)

𝑠

 (2.1) 

Where  

𝜈𝑖 = 𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑡 ℎ𝑢𝑏 ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 (𝑚/𝑠) 

𝜈0 = 𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑡 𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 (𝑚/𝑠)  

ℎ𝑖 = ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑎𝑡 𝑤ℎ𝑖𝑐ℎ 𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑖𝑠 𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 (𝑚) 

ℎ0 = 𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 (𝑚) 

𝑠 = 𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 (0.1 𝑜𝑓𝑓𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑒 [80]) 
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If reliable measured wind data are not available, reanalysis datasets are used. These 

are created by assimilating historical observations of wind speed, wind direction and 

pressure from sources, such as satellites, ground stations, weather balloons etc. and 

are used in climate and weather modelling as a source of meteorological information 

[81]. There are different global reanalysis options available such as ERA-5, ERA-

Interim, MERRA-2 and CFSR [81]. Out of these options, ERA-5 is often preferred as 

it has the best spatial resolution (30 km), good temporal resolution (hourly data) and 

is freely available [82], [83]. It covers the period from 1950 to present and is being 

developed through the Copernicus Climate Change Service (C3S) by European 

Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) [84], [85].  

2.2.2.2 Wind Data Analysis 

To reduce the uncertainty of wind power production predictions, it is essential to 

understand the wind speed distribution characteristics [86]. Shi et al.[87] describes two 

ways to determine the wind speed distribution, the time series method, and the 

statistical analysis method. The time series method is more accurate and allows for 

calculation of hourly power production, but includes processing of large datasets [87]. 

The statistical analysis method is faster and more widely used in industry as it 

determines annual energy production (AEP) and capacity factor (CF) directly.  

This chapter discusses the industry-preferred statistical analysis method as published 

in Offshore Wind Europe 2019 Conference Proceedings [71], while Chapter 3 

discusses the time series method as pipeline simulations described in Chapter 4 

required maximum and minimum hourly hydrogen flow rates that could not be 

accurately determined from AEP and CF obtained through a statistical analysis 

method. 

Weibull Distribution 

When considering statistical methods, the Weibull distribution is most widely used and 

provides a good fit to the wind speed data [88]–[92].  

The Weibull distribution is a two parameter function and it is represented in Equation 

(2.2) [89].  
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𝑃(𝑣 < 𝑣𝑖 < 𝑣 + 𝑑𝑣) = 𝑃(𝑣 > 0) (
𝑘

𝑐
) (

𝑣𝑖

𝑐
)

𝑘−1

𝑒𝑥𝑝 [− (
𝑣𝑖

𝑐
)

𝑘

] 𝑑𝑣 (2.2) 

Where k is a Weibull scale parameter (in m/s) and c is a unitless Weibull shape 

parameter. 𝑃(𝑣 < 𝑣𝑖 < 𝑣 + 𝑑𝑣) represents the probability that wind speed (𝑣𝑖) is 

between wind speed 𝑣 and 𝑣 + 𝑑𝑣 while 𝑃(𝑣 > 0) is the probability that wind speed 

exceeds 0 [89]. Wind manufacturers often provide standard performance figures using 

the Rayleigh function, which is a type of Weibull distribution where c is equal to 2 [91]. 

2.2.3 Annual Energy Production  

Net annual energy production (NAEP) is generally estimated to determine the 

feasibility of building a windfarm from the financial perspective [93]. It shows how much 

actual power the windfarm produces that can be sold and whether it is enough to 

generate return on investment. This chapter determines gross and net annual energy 

production as shown in Figure 2.2 (where gross AEP is NAEP without subtracting the 

losses) to determine the amount of power available for hydrogen production. Wind 

farm generation is often represented by capacity factor (CF), which is a ratio between 

NAEP and maximum theoretical energy output of the windfarm, see Equation (2.3) 

[94].  

 While maximum output power is just the rated power of individual WTGs multiplied by 

their number, there is a complex process to determine NAEP, which is described in 

full in this section and applied to a case study in Scotland in the next section. It should 

be noted that the maximum output power is not the same as gross annual energy 

production (GAEP). GAEP is smaller than maximum output power, as GAEP 

incorporates wind resource analysis, and windfarm layout and is part of the NAEP 

determination process. 

2.2.3.1 Windfarm design 

To predict GAEP, it is necessary to select an appropriate wind turbine generator 

(WTG) as well as design the layout of the wind farm. 

𝐶𝐹 =
𝑁𝐴𝐸𝑃

𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟
 (2.3) 
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The choice of suitable WTG is based on its power curve (PC) provided by the WTG 

manufacturer [95]. The PC shows the relationship between wind speed at hub height 

and rated power of the WTG [95], indicating how much gross power the WTG produces 

at given wind speed. For example, a small wind turbine with a cut off wind speed of 10 

m/s (wind speed at which WTG no longer operates to avoid damage) would not be 

chosen for an offshore wind site with average wind speeds above 10 m/s and a large 

WTG with rated power at wind speed of 10 m/s and above, would not be installed in 

areas with lower average windspeeds.   

The windfarm layout firstly depends on the wind direction. The WTGs should be facing 

the prevailing wind direction. Secondly, wind farm layout is a trade-off between 

minimising the wake effect (reduction of wind speed behind the rotor) and minimising 

the cost [93], [96]. The problem is that while wake effect can be minimised by 

maximising the distance between the individual wind turbines, allowing the wind speed 

to recover, the cost increases when the distance between wind turbines increases due 

to increased length of inter-array cables as well as increased time of maintenance [93], 

[96]. To read more on different existing windfarm layout optimisation models, Shakoor 

et al.[97] summarises layout models focusing on power production optimisation 

(minimising wake effect), whilst Hou et al. [98] summarises the layout models based 

on electrical system optimisation.  

 Wake Effect 

Rather than treating each turbine individually expecting full power production as per 

the power curve, wake effects need to be taken into consideration. Wake loss is a 

decreased wind power capacity in the space behind a wind turbine caused by the 

turbine extracting energy from the wind to turn the blades (Figure 2.3). Thus, each 

wind turbine which is downstream from other wind turbines faces wake loss, unless 

large distances between turbines are established to minimise the wake effects. This 

is depicted in Figure 2.3. A way to calculate the wake effect described by Katic et al. 

[99] is shown in Equation (2.4).  
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Figure 2.3: Graphical representation of wake effect [100]. 

 

𝑣1 = 𝑢0(1 − √1 − 𝐶𝑡) (
𝐷0

𝐷0 + 2𝑘𝑊𝑋01
)

2 𝐴𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑎𝑝

𝐴1
(𝑅)

 
(2.4) 

𝐶𝑡 =
2𝐹𝑇

𝜌𝐴𝐼𝑅
𝜋
4 𝐷0

2𝑢0
2
 

(2.5) 

 

The effective wind speed in m/s faced by the down-wind turbine (𝑣1) is calculated using 

Equation (2.4), where 𝑢0 is undisturbed wind speed in m/s, 𝐶𝑡 is thrust coefficient, 𝐷0 

is rotor diameter in m of upwind turbine, 𝑋01 is the downwind horizontal distance in m 

between the two turbines, 𝑘𝑊 is the wake effect decay constant, which is 0.04 for 

offshore wind farms, 𝐴1
(𝑅)

 is the area of downwind turbine in m2 and 𝐴𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑎𝑝 is the 

overlapping area in m2 between 𝐴1
(𝑅)

 and the wind deficit downwind area as shown in 

Figure 2.3 [100]. 𝐶𝑡, depends on the thrust force 𝐹𝑇 in N and is inversely proportional 

to the air density ρAIR in kg/m3, 𝐷0 in m and 𝑢0 in m/s squared as shown in Equation 

(2.5) [100]. 
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2.2.3.2 Gross Annual Energy Production 

Equation (2.6) shows how to calculate gross annual energy production (GAEP), by 

multiplying the power curve (power generated as a function of wind speed, 𝑓(𝑣𝑖)) with 

the probability of occurrence of the wind speed, 𝑃(𝑣𝑖) and the number of hours in a 

year [101], [102].  

𝐺𝐴𝐸𝑃 = ∫ 𝑓(𝑣𝑖)𝑃(𝑣𝑖)𝑑𝑣𝑖 × 8760.25

∞

0

 (2.6) 

 

Equation (2.6) can be written as Equation (2.7) when the probability of occurrence of 

the wind speed is represented by the Weibull distribution [102]. 

𝐺𝐴𝐸𝑃 = ∫ (
𝑘

𝑐
) (

𝑣𝑖

𝑐
)

𝑘−1

𝑒𝑥𝑝 [− (
𝑣𝑖

𝑐
)

𝑘

] 𝑃(𝑣𝑖)𝑑𝑣𝑖 × 8760.25

∞

0

 (2.7) 

2.2.3.3 Net Annual Energy Production 

To get actual or net AEP (NAEP), losses must be subtracted from GAEP, Equation 

(2.8). Typical losses include electrical infrastructure losses, non-availability (turbine 

downtime), hydrogen production losses, and wake effect [78]. The electrical losses 

include AC to DC conversion and any other cable losses. The reasons for WTG 

downtime are mostly weather conditions and maintenance (which can be a significant 

factor due to limited accessibility offshore) [78].   

𝑁𝐴𝐸𝑃 = 𝐺𝐴𝐸𝑃 − 𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠 (2.8) 

2.2.3.4 Uncertainty 

Root sum square method, Equation (2.9), has been used to estimate the uncertainty 

of the annual energy yield as per Beach et al. [103].  
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𝑢𝑐(𝑦) = √∑[𝑢𝑖(𝑥𝑖)]2

𝑛

𝑖=1

 (2.9) 

Where 

ui(xi) = uncertainty of x 

uc(y) = combined uncertainty  

Annual energy production is often represented using probability figures such as P50, 

P75 or P90, etc. P50 is the average level of generation with output forecasted to 

exceed P50, 50% of the project lifetime. P90 value mean that the system will generate 

value over P90, 90% of the time. Thus, P90 has a smaller value than P10 as P10 value 

is only exceeded 10% of the windfarm lifetime [104]. The P values can be calculated 

using Equation (2.10), where μ is mean, σ is standard deviation and erf stands for 

Gaussian error function of the data set. P90 occurs when f (x- μ / σ) is equal to 0.1 

[104]. 

𝑓 (
𝑥 − 𝜇

𝜎
) =

1

2
[1 + 𝑒𝑟𝑓 (

𝑥 − 𝜇

𝜎

1

√2
)] (2.10) 
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2.3 The Case Study 

2.3.1 Mapping  

To make an overall map of offshore O&G infrastructure and planned and existing 

offshore renewable sites as the one in Figure 2.4 different shapefiles from Marine 

Scotland [105] and NSTA & OceanWise [106] were updated using information from 

the Offshore petroleum regulator for environment and decommissioning [107] and 

combined using a Quantum Geographic Information System (QGIS 2.18) [108].  

Figure 2.4: Map of offshore O&G and RE infrastructure around Scotland with the 

blue circles showing the indicative sites for potential offshore green hydrogen 

production (circles not to scale). 
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Out of the four areas identified, area A has been selected for the case study due to 

distance from land (more than 100 km), grid constraints in closest cable landing point 

(Shetland Islands) [113], and potential future hydrogen demand in Shetland [114]. 

Area A will be referred to as the Magnus case study throughout the thesis as per 

Magnus platform near the AoS N8. Although areas B, C and D have higher potential 

future hydrogen market due to their proximity to mainland, ports, and cities such as 

Aberdeen that already has many existing hydrogen projects, they were not chosen for 

the case study in this work. This is because these sites are closer to shore than area 

A with cables being the likely transportation route chosen as is the case in area D with 

all existing and planned windfarms having cable connections (see Appendix A, Table 

A9 for existing and planned offshore windfarms in area D).  

From the O&G pipelines listed in Table A2 in the Appendix A, two pipelines have been 

selected for the pipeline analysis in Chapter 4. These are PL164, a shorter feeder 

pipeline going from Magnus to Brent A and FLAGS (Far North Liquids and Associated 

Gas System), a longer transmission pipeline going from Brent A to St Fergus gas 

terminal. Both are highlighted in Figure 2.6. These were chosen as a representation 

of typical subsea gas pipelines that could be considered for hydrogen transportation 

in the future projects. 

 

Figure 2.6: Map with highlighted PL164 and FLAGS pipelines. 
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2.3.1.1 Platform re-use 

Figure 2.7 shows the weight distribution of existing oil and gas substructures around 

the areas identified above. Some of the platforms identified especially in Area A are 

with foundations heavier than 10, 000 tonnes such as Magnus, Tern, Eider (See 

Appendix A) meaning there might not be any economic advantage to the platform 

operator to re-use the foundations. However, there might be economic advantage to 

a hydrogen production operator not having to build new ones. The opposite applies to 

Areas C and D.  

 

Figure 2.7: Graphic representation of platform substructure weight per area. 
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2.3.2 Resource Assessment 

2.3.2.1 Wind Resource 

To source measured wind data, several weather stations have been located on 

adjacent oil and gas platforms around area N8 with wind data available through the 

National Climatic Data Centre (NCDC) (Area A in Figure 2.4). However, these weather 

stations are for the purpose of confirming accessibility of heliports for maintenance 

and thus are not accurate and reliable enough for resource assessment. It was also 

not possible to access information on the type of instruments used for the 

measurement, surrounding environment effecting exposure of the mast and the effect 

of helicopter landings on the accuracy of the measurement. For these reasons, 

reanalysis data ERA-5 sourced from WindPro v3.0 [115] were used to estimate the 

wind resource.  

To avoid introducing a trend in the long term data (from rare extreme weather events), 

the number of years selected for the analysis was based on the variance of the mean 

wind speed, Equation (2.11). The lowest variance in mean wind speed was for 21 

years and so the long term wind distribution was based on 21 years (from 01/01/1998, 

00:00 until 31/12/2018, 23:59) of hourly data. The last year considered is 2018 as the 

data collection and analysis was carried out in the early 2019.  

𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 =
∑(𝑥𝑖 − �̅�)

𝑋 − 1
 (2.11) 

Where 

𝑋 = 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 (𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 𝑎𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒) 

𝑥𝑖 = 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑛𝑒 𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠) 

�̅� = 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 (𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠) 

2.3.2.2 Wind Analysis 

A Weibull distribution as per Section 2.2.2.2 was used to fit wind speed data, with 

results presented in Figure 2.8. Figure 2.8 a) shows the wind rose for the Area A near 

Magnus platform. The area has a south-westerly wind, with prevailing wind direction 

of 220°. Figure 2.8 b) shows the Weibull distribution of wind speed in N8 area with 

average windspeed of 10.27 m/s. 
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a) Wind rose 
b) Weibull distribution 

 

2.3.3 Wind Farm Design 

WindPro v3.0 [115] software for design and planning of windfarm projects was used 

to download the reanalysis data as well as modelling the layout of the wind farm. 

2.3.3.1 Wind Turbine 

As all sites identified (except Beatrice in area D) are in water depth greater than 60 m, 

floating offshore wind turbines are the likely technology to be installed in these 

locations. Thus, to future proof the results, the 10 MW Vestas V-164 turbine was 

chosen for the resource assessment.  

All new planned floating wind projects are coming close to 10 MW. For example 

Equinor is currently installing 8 MW turbines for their Hywind Tampen project [116], 

Vestas has installed five of their V164-9.5MW turbines at Kincardine floating wind farm 

[117]. Principle Power and Senvion are planning to float a 10-MW turbine through a 

European Commission funded project [118].  

The commercial version of the Vestas V-164 10MW is now available on the market 

with first turbine being installed as fixed in Scotland in 2021 [119] and the first floating 

installations due in 2023 in France [120]. The technical specifications for Vestas V-

164 can be found in Table 2.2. 

Figure 2.8: Diagram of a) Wind rose and b) Weibull distribution. 
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Figure 2.9: Scaled N8 area wind resource and the chosen layout for the 1.5 GW 

windfarm with staggered configuration. 

2.3.4 Annual Energy Production 

The AEP was calculated using a linear flow model in WAsP [125] that enables 

horizontal and vertical extrapolation of wind statistics in order to predict wind climate, 

wind resource and energy yield from individual wind turbines or entire wind farms. A 

linear flow model such as the one shown in Equation (2.6) in Section 2.2.3.2 is 

sufficient for an offshore wind farm, but it is recommended to use computational fluid 

dynamics (CFD) in case of complex terrain. The WAsP methodology consists of five 

main calculation blocks; analysis of raw wind data, generation of wind atlas data, wind 

climate estimation, estimation of wind power potential and calculation of windfarm 

production [102].  
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By providing WAsP with a power curve such as the one in Figure 2.10 a), it was 

possible to calculate gross annual mean energy production of the wind farm following 

the methodology outlined in Section 2.2.3.2. As the information needed for the annual 

energy yield prediction such as the power and thrust curves are confidential, the 

curves from the 10 MW reference wind turbine from the Technical University of 

Denmark were used [126]. The power curve and the thrust curve used are presented 

in Figure 2.10 a) and b).  

 WAsP uses a piece-wise linear function, Equation (2.12), to approximate mean power 

production [102].  

𝑃(𝑣) =
𝑃𝑖+1 − 𝑃𝑖

𝑣𝑖+1 − 𝑣𝑖

(𝑣 − 𝑣𝑖) + 𝑃𝑖 
(2.12) 

 

Using Equation (2.12), Equation (2.7) can be simplified into Equation (2.13), where 𝛼𝑖 

is wind speed over Weibull shape factor, Equation (2.14), and 𝐺𝑘(𝛼𝑖) is inverse Weibull 

scale parameter k , Equation (2.15) [127].  

  

a) Power curve b) Thrust curve 
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Figure 2.10: a) Power curve b) Thrust curve [126]. 
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Figure 2.11. The red dashed line shows the predicted P50 yield for the Project. The 

blue lines represent the P10 / P90 uncertainty in the measurements and the energy 

yield prediction methodology; this uncertainty remains constant through the lifetime of 

the Project. The red solid lines represent the total uncertainty in energy yield when 

interannual variability is combined with the uncertainty in the yield prediction. This total 

uncertainty decreases over the lifetime of the Project.  

The lower limit on the graph corresponds to the P90 and the upper limit corresponds 

to the P10.  

2.3.6 Capacity Factor  

In this section, the effect of the availability of the electrolyser on the CF is investigated 

by changing the number of hours the electrolyser is available in comparison to the 

wind turbine generators (WTGs).  

Figure 2.11: The uncertainty in the energy yield changing with the number of 

years of windfarm operation. 
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In the most optimistic scenario, Scenario 1, the WTG maintenance takes place at the 

same time as the electrolyser’s maintenance (coordinated approach assuming two 

separate teams for electrolysers and WTGs) and the electrolyser is down for 6% of 

the time or less, similar to the WTG.  

The electrolyser availability represents the percentage relative to when the windfarm 

is operating rather than the total availability i.e. in Scenario 1 the electrolyser is 100% 

available when the windfarm is operating but there is maintenance taking place on the 

electrolyser during the WTG maintenance thereby resulting in total electrolyser 

availability of 94% or above.  

The two scenarios between the two extremes have been calculated by incorporating 

the hourly windspeed data for the site for past 21 years. Ideally, the electrolyser's 

maintenance should be taking place during the time when the wind turbines are not 

operating to minimise energy loss. This happens during WTG maintenance but also 

when the windspeed is below cut-in speed or over cut-off speed. Occurrences when 

the windspeed is higher than cut-off were not considered as these are not suitable for 

maintenance. However, the windspeeds below cut-in speed will be ideal for 

maintenance activities.  

The occurrences of windspeeds below 3 m/s used were during daylight between the 

months of April and September. The total hours calculated were 251.1 hours or 2.9% 

hours per year. Scenario 2 shows the electrolyser requiring 8.7% of maintenance time 

(operating 8000 hours) where 6% is done simultaneously with the WTG and 2.7% is 

done separately. Scenario 3 describes partially coordinated maintenance between the 

WTG and electrolyser where 2.9% of hours with windspeed below cut-in speed are 

used for maintenance of both and the rest of the maintenance is done separately for 

WTG and electrolyser throughout the year (with electrolyser operating 8000 hours). 

As can be seen in Table 2.6, CF varies as much as 4.1% between different scenarios 

for wind farms that are not connected to the grid.  
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2.4 Discussion 

2.4.1 Mapping 

None of the draft plan options for tidal and wave developments were located in 

proximity of O&G infrastructure (Refer back to Figure 2.4) and thus this work only 

concentrates on the wind technology. Currently wind turbines are more mature than 

wave and tidal, being able to harvest more energy and thus being more suitable for 

bulk hydrogen production. However, it may be worth considering wave and tidal 

technology in the future for smaller scale projects.   

Four areas have been identified as being suitable for offshore hydrogen production in 

UKCS around Scotland. Three of these areas (A, B and C) are located in deep waters 

near areas of potential future floating wind developments. Area D, Moray Firth, is in 

shallow water with an existing grid connection to one of the platforms and existing and 

planned wind farms (Table A7 in Appendix A). If there was to be a pilot project for 

offshore hydrogen production in Scotland, the Beatrice platform (area D) would have 

been suitable as it was the first platform in Scotland to be electrified and connected to 

two 5MW wind turbines as well as the grid. The Beatrice platform already ceased 

production in 2015 and the decommissioning programme was published in December 

2018. The removal of the Beatrice facilities is scheduled from 2024 to 2029 [131]. 

Unfortunately, it was not possible to select Area D for a case study to develop 

methodology for offshore hydrogen production within this work as it was not possible 

to establish a relationship with the owner of the Beatrice platform. 

The majority of the platforms in the areas A, B and C are estimated to cease production 

by 2026 according to the Rystad database [111] (refer to Appendix A). With the current 

legislation, the infrastructure needs to be removed once abandoned [132]. Keeping 

the assets available after abandonment is expensive, so it is of crucial importance to 

consider offshore hydrogen production and initiate pilot projects now, before the O&G 

infrastructure is removed from the seabed. Better communication between O&G and 

RE sectors should be established, as once a decommissioning strategy is approved, 

it is hard to go back to have the operator consider alternative options as in the case of 

the Beatrice platform.  
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With the Oil and Gas Authority and Oil and Gas Technology Centre being rebranded 

to North Sea Transition Authority and Net Zero Technology Centre, there is an 

indication that the O&G sector is now opened to communication about decarbonisation 

and there might be projects re-using O&G infrastructure for hydrogen production in the 

UK in the future.   

Out of the four areas identified, only one area was selected as a case study to develop 

a methodology for offshore hydrogen production. After excluding Area D for reasons 

mentioned earlier, area A was chosen based on the long distance from the nearest 

shore, and the insufficiency of electrical grid in the nearest shore as these are the 

prerequisites identified by World Energy Council [55] for converting power to gas 

rather than electricity.   

AoS N8 has since been excluded from the DPO but could be still relevant for future 

offshore floating windfarm developments especially when combined with power to gas 

PtG or oil and gas sector decarbonisation. In fact, part of area N8 is now being 

considered for Sectoral Marine Plan for Offshore Wind for Innovation and Targeted Oil 

and Gas Decarbonisation (INTOG) [133].  

2.4.2 Annual Energy Production 

To carry out an approximate annual hydrogen production analysis, it is appropriate to 

use annual energy yield and capacity factor as the base for hydrogen production 

calculations. However, to determine pipeline suitability for hydrogen transportation and 

more in-depth analysis, maximum and minimum hourly hydrogen production and flow 

rates are required. The methodology for analysing hourly wind speeds and hourly 

power production as a feed into hydrogen production is discussed in Chapter 3.  

2.4.3 Capacity Factor 

The calculated capacity factor for the model windfarm connected to the electrolyser in 

area A is 42.4%, which is over 5% more than the average European offshore wind 

capacity factor [134]. One key finding of this study is that CF can be further optimised 

if the electrolyser’s maintenance is coordinated with the maintenance of the windfarm.   
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Scenario 1 results in the same value of capacity factor as in the case of a grid 

connected windfarm without curtailment or with several electrolyser units with 

alternating down time. Some literature suggests electrolyser availability over 98% 

[135], which if coordinated with windfarm maintenance would result in 46.5% CF, 

which is the same as in Scenario 1. This number however does not represent the 

harsh offshore environment and potential limitation with accessibility of the site, which 

will almost certainly decrease the availability of the electrolyser. Other studies quote 

availability of the electrolyser of 8,000 hours, which is typical for the majority of 

chemical plants and thus have been used in different ways in the rest of the Scenarios 

[130].   
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2.5 Conclusion and Future Work 

The work presented in this chapter maps possible sites for offshore hydrogen 

production in Scotland, outlines the methodology for detailed resource assessment, 

wind farm design and introduces losses and uncertainty that need to be considered. 

There were 4 areas identified where existing O&G infrastructure coincides with already 

existing or potential offshore wind sites.  

The majority of the sites are in deep water indicating the use of floating wind 

technology for production of offshore hydrogen on O&G infrastructure. To utilise the 

O&G infrastructure for hydrogen production, it is important to act now, before suitable 

sites are decommissioned. Some of the platforms identified especially in Area A have 

foundations heavier than 10,000 tonnes meaning there might not be any economic 

advantage to re-use the foundations for the asset operator. However, there might be 

an economic advantage to hydrogen production operator not having to build new ones. 

The opposite applies to Areas C and D.  

The results presented also show the importance of integrating the design of the 

hydrogen plant with the windfarm at an early stage to optimise the performance of both 

as the availability of the electrolyser can have significant impact on CF when no grid 

is available. Future research could investigate the effects of connecting hydrogen plant 

to a wind farm on CF looking into connection issues, losses and availability issues in 

more detail.   

None of the draft plan options for tidal and wave developments were located in 

proximity of O&G infrastructure, which is going to change with the upcoming INTOG. 

Thus, future research should include QGIS analysis with INTOG areas, or a 

completely new North Sea user accountancy map including areas that were under 

O&G exclusion zones during the time of this research as well as including tidal and 

wave energy converters.  
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Both Meier [141] and D’Amore-Domenech & Leo [147] identify low temperature 

electrolysers as currently the best option for green hydrogen production offshore. This 

is due to the better response of the electrolysers to the power variation of renewable 

energy converters. Direct seawater electrolysis was found inadequate for offshore 

hydrogen production due to much higher specific energy required in comparison to 

low temperature electrolysis combined with desalination, deeming this technology 

inefficient. Another argument against direct seawater electrolysis is the harmful impact 

of the process on the environment due to the production of chlorine and caustic soda 

(see Equations (3.1)-(3.3) [147]), which can have detrimental effects to marine life 

[148], [149]. Whilst brine (concentrated sea water, which is the by-product of 

desalination) can be also harmful to the environment, there are established brine 

disposal methods that can be applied offshore described in Ahmad and Baddour  

[150]. 

𝐴𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒: 2𝐶𝑙− → 𝐶𝑙2 + 2𝑒− (3.1) 

𝐶𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑𝑒: 2𝐻2𝑂 + 2𝑒− →  𝐻2 + 2𝑂𝐻− (3.2) 

𝑂𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛: 𝐻2𝑂 + 2𝑁𝑎𝐶𝑙 → 𝐶𝑙2 + 𝐻2 + 2𝑁𝑎𝑂𝐻 (3.3) 

There are some new emerging technologies that claim to use sea water without the 

release of harmful by-products into the sea that might make offshore hydrogen 

production safer for the marine environment [151]. They also contain several features 

allowing operation in an offshore environment such as lightweight, polymer materials 

that are easily stackable [151].  

Solid oxide electrolysis requires superheated vapour for its operation. SOE also has a 

very long cold start time, which would require it to run constantly, decreasing the 

overall efficiency of the process. D’Amore-Domenech & Leo [147] propose that high 

temperature electrolysis would operate more efficiently with a constant source of high 

temperature heat such as geo-thermal energy rather than wind energy [147]. 
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When the question comes to PEM electrolyser versus alkaline electrolyser (AE), there 

are several parameters that need to be considered. These have been summarised by 

Buttler and Spliethoff [30] as flexibility, efficiency, capacity, lifetime, capital expenditure 

(CAPEX) and operational expenditure (OPEX). In general, when coupled with 

renewable energy converters it is important for the system to be able to cope with 

intermittent energy supply. This is not the case for AEs as they have poor partial load 

range with issues appearing already when load range drops below 40% [152]. With 

the decrease in load, the levels of hydrogen and oxygen evolved fall. This leads to 

dangerous potentially explosive concentrations of hydrogen, decreased purity of 

oxygen, decreased production of hydrogen and electrode degradation [152]. It is 

recommended that alkaline electrolysers run continuously to avoid short circuiting, 

shut-downs and slow start-ups [153]. However, adding storage systems such as 

batteries, and an AC to DC converter can smooth the power supply and enable AE to 

operate with offshore renewable energy without the aforementioned shortfalls [154].  

A PEM electrolyser on the other hand has much better partial load range with most 

suppliers stating no limit for minimum load [30]. The PEM electrolyser offers high purity 

hydrogen at all loads with lower risk of hydrogen diffusing to the oxygen side [30]. 

Current interruptions were also found to reduce degradation of the electrolyser as they 

gave the electrolyser the time needed to recover from reversible degradation. 

Rakousky et al. [155] suggest that dynamic current density profiles, such as the ones 

from renewable energy sources, have the potential to positively affect the durability of 

the PEM electrolyser.  

AE is more mature offering larger stack capacity and lower degradation rates [30]. 

However, the stack lifetime for PEM electrolyser and AE is comparable [30]. 

There are further advantages and disadvantages when considering the use of 

electrolysers specifically offshore. PEM electrolysers present lower size and weight 

due to greater current densities for the same operating efficiencies, while the alkaline 

electrolyser has lower CAPEX and uses inexpensive materials as electrodes [147], 

[156]. PEM’s compatibility advantage also stems from the fact that it can operate at 

higher pressures diminishing the need for post-production compression steps [152]. 

The operating pressure for AE is rather limited [152]. 
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No particular model or not clear - [137], [140], [142] 

 

3.2.3 Sizing of the Electrolyser to the Platform  

Not all literature considers spatial and weight requirements of the platform with regards 

to electrolysis and other equipment necessary for offshore hydrogen production. 

O’Kelly-Lynch et al. [138] investigated offshore hydrogen production combined with 

methanation on the Alpha and Bravo platforms in the Irish Sea assuming a standard 

shipping container size per 1MW of electrolyser. No weight restrictions were taken into 

consideration. In their case study, they could fit up to 35 electrolysers on each platform 

allowing 2m spacing for maintenance assuming the platforms can be stripped to an 

empty deck. 

The Energy Delta Institute has investigated weight and size restrictions of two gas 

platforms in the Netherlands for offshore hydrogen production. One was a smaller, 

satellite platform that could accommodate maximum of 60MW of a Silyzer 300 

electrolyser capacity while the other platform could accommodate up to 250MW of the 

same electrolysers assuming all platform levels can be utilised. In their report they 

also show that the space is more limiting than weight and point to the fact that vertical 

distance between platform decks might pose an issue as the current height of the 

electrolysers is greater than the height available [53]. 

According to Gondal & Masood [145] the size of an artificial island would be required 

for all hydrogen production equipment to serve a 500MW offshore wind farm that 

would start at 15 000 m2 reaching up to 5km2 including residences and logistical 

platform. 

A study conducted by DNV GL [157] also showed that there is insufficient amount of 

oil and gas platforms to be able to convert all of the energy from planned offshore wind 

farms to hydrogen. However, they estimated only 20-30MW of installed electrolyser 

capacity per platform, which is quite low when compared to results from The Energy 

Delta Institute but close to the numbers reported by O’Kelly-Lynch et al.  [138].  

According to their estimates, a 350MW windfarm requires 10-15 platforms considering 

electric losses of the wind turbine and convertors [157]. 
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Thus, with different capacities reported it is clear that the capacity changes case by 

case according to the size of the available platform. It is also hard to future proof these 

estimations due to the fast progressing electrolyser technology. Thus, developing a 

methodology for companies to follow rather than providing numbers for specific cases 

will be a more useful outcome of this thesis. 

For large scale non grid connected windfarms that are located far offshore, a scenario 

where electrolysers are located on a wind turbine could be more suitable, as this would 

allow for bigger electrolysis capacity than trying to fit them all on platforms. This has 

been suggested by Gondal [144], with the first commercial application being ERM’s 

Dolphyn project [63] followed by the Oyster project [158] (refer back to Chapter 1 

Section 1.2.4). 

3.2.4 Desalination 

As described in Section 3.2.2, both AE and PEM electrolysers require pure water input 

[147]. As there is no fresh water supply far offshore, sea water treatment will be 

necessary to provide water for the electrolysers. Sea water desalination is the most 

expensive type of water treatment [159] but sea water is the only type of water 

available offshore.  

There are two types of desalination technologies, thermal and membrane. Thermal 

technologies use thermal energy as a primary source and electricity to drive 

associated pumps. Membrane technologies only use electricity. The most common 

processes for thermal type of desalination are multi-stage flash, multi-effect distillation 

and mechanical vapour compression. Unless there is a significant amount of waste 

heat, membrane desalination is more suitable than thermal as it has lower cost and 

energy demand [160]. Membrane desalination technology types are mostly Reverse 

Osmosis (RO), electro dialysis and electro dialysis reversal [161]. In line with the 

majority of studies in the PtG literature [51], [53], [137], [138], [143]–[145], RO has 

been chosen as the technique for desalination in this work. Its advantage is low energy 

consumption and it is the most economic desalination method for waters with TDS 

(total dissolved solids) higher than 5000 ppm (sea water is usually 35 000 ppm and 

above) [161].  
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RO is the most widely used desalination technique accounting for 66% of online 

desalination capacity [162]. RO desalination is a pressurised filtration of sea water 

through semi-permeable membrane separating fresh water from salt. The process 

consists of four phases as shown in Figure 3.2. Pre-treatment requires filtration to 

remove organic material, sterilization and addition of chemical to prevent biofouling 

[161]. Second phase requires high- pressure pump to force the sea water through the 

membrane. The AC electricity supplied for the pump, is the only form of energy RO 

requires. In order to obtain higher recovery ratio, this process is repeated second time 

with waste concentrated solution. Once water passes through the membrane (phase 

three), it requires phase four, post treatment, which adjusts the pH of clean water. 

Calculations on amount of water required and the electrical requirements/ losses are 

described in Sections 3.3.3.1 and 3.3.3.2. 

Figure 3.2: Schematic for reverse osmosis desalination process [161]. 

 

.  
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3.3 Methodology 

This section ties in with the general methodology described in Section 2.2. of Chapter 

2. This section shows the time series method of wind data analysis applied to the 

Magnus case study as pipeline simulations described in Chapter 4 require maximum 

and minimum hourly hydrogen flow rates that could not be accurately determined from 

AEP and CF obtained through a statistical analysis method described in Chapter 2. 

3.3.1 Mean Power Production  

Hourly mean wind speed (MWS) data, described in Chapter 2, from ERA-5 in m/s, 

averaged from the past 21 years (Figure B1 in Appendix B) were converted to mean 

power production (MPP) using an if statement algorithm as shown in Figure 3.3. The 

conditions are based on the best fit to the 10MW DTA wind turbine introduced in 

Section 2.3.4. of Chapter 2  in order to find the best curve that fits the PC to extrapolate 

between the data points provided by Bak et al. [126].  

 

Figure 3.3: Algorithm used to calculate mean power production from wind 

speed. 

As shown in Figure 3.4, this power curve was split into four sections. The rightmost 

section represents the region where wind speed reaches the maximum rated power. 

In this case, it is MWS greater than 12m/s (see Figure 3.4), past which mean power 

production is equal to 10MW, thus setting the condition to IF MWS>12, THEN 

MPP=10MW as shown in Figure 3.3. Depending on the shape of the power curve, the 

rest of the curve could be fitted using exponential function. 
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Figure 3.4: Power curve sections. 

In here, the second section is between 6 m/s and 11 m/s, where a linear relationship 

was found between the logarithm of rated power and the logarithm of MWS (See 

Figure 3.5). The last two conditions that need to be included no matter the shape of 

the power curve consider the cut-in and the cut-off windspeeds, where IF MWS<Cut-

in WS, THEN MPP=0, and IF MWS> cut-off WS, THEN MPP=0. The cut-off MWS of 

25 m/s and cut-in wind speed (3 m/s) as well as 4m/s and 5m/s data points were 

omitted in this case as the MWS does not go above 13 m/s and below 7 m/s as shown 

in Figure B1 in Appendix B. The results of the mean power production are shown in 

Figure B2 in the Appendix B.  

Figure 3.5: Linear fit to log rated power over log MWS.  
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3.3.2 Sizing the Electrolyser 

This section describes the determination of the minimum and maximum gross 

electrolyser sizes (without losses), as these were needed to determine the minimum 

and maximum hydrogen flow rate for the pipeline analysis described in Chapter 4. The 

hydrogen production for further five electrolyser sizes between minimum and 

maximum with increments up to 150MW have been determined as an input to 

economic analysis presented in Chapter 5.3.3.3 

The minimum electrolyser size in MW has been determined from the lowest (non-zero) 

mean power production hour. From the case study mean power production data, this 

occurs between 7pm and 8pm in July and is highlighted in Figure B2 in Appendix B. 

Summer months are typical for lowest power production due to low and discontinuous 

wind speeds. The minimum electrolyser size equals to 957.8 MW for the whole 

windfarm (i.e. when the lowest hourly MPP for individual turbine highlighted in Figure 

B2 in Appendix B is multiplied by the number of WTGs, which is 150 in this case) as 

shown in Equation (3.4).  

𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑦𝑠𝑒𝑟 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 = 𝐿𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑀𝑃𝑃 × 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑊𝑇𝐺𝑠 (3.4) 

Where  

𝐿𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑀𝑃𝑃 = 𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑖𝑛 𝑀𝑊 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑊𝑇𝐺 

The electrolyser was scaled to 957.5MW to match electrolyser stack sizes (.5MW 

electrolysers available such as 17.5 MW and 3.5 MW [163]). However, this is depends 

on stack sizes available from selected provider. Sizing the electrolyser to the lowest 

MPP, allows the electrolyser to be utilised at 100% in theory (as no losses are included 

at this point), while the utilisation rate for the wind farm drops to 78% due to the 

windfarm running only at around 64% during the winter months (still no losses 

included). It should be noted that the utilisation rates are not the same as the capacity 

factor, as they only show utilization based on wind resource, with the losses being 

added at a later stage. The average utilisation rate for the windfarm (AWFU) was 

calculated using Equation (3.5). To avoid exceeding 1 when the capacity of the 

electrolyser (EC) was greater than MPP, the condition in Equation (3.6) was used. The 

individual average utilisation rate for the windfarm (AWFU) can be seen in Figure B3 in 

the Appendix B.  
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𝐴𝑊𝐹𝑈 =
∑

𝐸𝐶
𝑀𝑃𝑃

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑀𝑃𝑃 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠
 (3.5) 

Where 

𝐸𝐶 = 𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑦𝑠𝑒𝑟 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑖𝑛 𝑘𝑊ℎ 

𝑀𝑃𝑃 = 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑖𝑛 𝑘𝑊ℎ 

𝑰𝑭 𝐸𝐶 > 𝑀𝑃𝑃 𝑻𝑯𝑬𝑵 𝐴𝑊𝐹𝑈 = 1 𝑬𝑳𝑺𝑬 𝑊𝐹𝑈 =
𝐸𝐶

𝑀𝑃𝑃
 (3.6) 

The maximum EC is equal to the full capacity of the wind farm, 1500 MW, as that was 

the highest mean power production hour for most of the winter months (refer back to 

Figure B2 in Appendix B). While utilisation for the windfarm without losses is 100% at 

maximum electrolyser size (no losses), the gross utilisation for the electrolyser was 

calculated using Equation (3.7) to be 84% mostly due to lack of wind in the summer 

months. Like AWFU, condition shown in Equation (3.8) was set to avoid producing more 

than 100% when MPP is greater than EC. The individual average utilisation rates for 

the electrolyser (AEU) can be seen in Figure B4 in the Appendix B.  

𝐴𝐸𝑈 =
∑

𝑀𝑃𝑃
𝐸𝐶

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑀𝑃𝑃 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠
 (3.7) 

𝑰𝑭 𝑀𝑃𝑃 > 𝐸𝐶 𝑻𝑯𝑬𝑵 𝐴𝐸𝑈 = 1 𝑬𝑳𝑺𝑬 𝐴𝐸𝑈 =
𝑀𝑃𝑃

𝐸𝐶
 (3.8) 

Where  

𝐴𝐸𝑈 = 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑦𝑠𝑒𝑟 𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 

𝐸𝐶 = 𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑦𝑠𝑒𝑟 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑖𝑛 𝑘𝑊ℎ 

𝑀𝑃𝑃 = 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑖𝑛 𝑘𝑊ℎ 
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3.3.3 Hydrogen Production Rate 

The following section first describes desalination plant and water requirements for the 

electrolysis, and then outlines methodology to determine annual and hourly hydrogen 

flow rates for Chapter 4.  

3.3.3.1 Energy Requirement of Desalination Plant  

To determine the energy consumption of a desalination plant, the salinity of the water 

treated is required. Based on information from Quante & Colijin [164], the North Sea 

salinity in the area of Shetland is 35.25 PSU (practical salinity units) with seasonal 

variability of ± 0.1.   

Based on Equation (3.9), which is a polynomial equation for the energy consumption 

of the sea water reverse osmosis process with hydraulic pump for energy recovery 

from Caldera et al. [165], the energy consumption for the desalination unit in the region 

of the North Sea is 3.5 kWh/m3.  

𝐷𝐸𝐶 = 0.0003𝑆2 + 0.0018𝑆 + 2.6043 (3.9) 

Where 

𝐷𝐸𝐶 = 𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑖𝑛 𝑘𝑊ℎ/𝑚3 

𝑆 = 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑖𝑛 𝑃𝑆𝑈 

The recovery ratio, which is the percentage amount of desalinised water obtained from 

desalination, can be between 40%-60% for normal seawater desalination [166]. 

Normal seawater is defined as 35,000 mg/L of salinity, which is equivalent to 35 PSU 

and so 40-60% recovery ratio is applicable to the North Sea. A recovery ratio of 60% 

is also mentioned by Greenlee et al. [167] and Gude [168] as well as more recent 

research carried out by Shahzad et al. [169]. According to O’Kelly-Lynch et al. [138], 

any further improvement of the recovery ratio above 60% is unlikely due to osmotic 

pressure limitations and burst pressure of the membrane. However, Lenntech [170] 

mentions that there has been membranes developed which can take higher pressure 

and thus increase the recovery ratio. Their three-stage system is allegedly able to 

allow between 85-95% recovery, which is the highest for sea water desalination the 

author has come across during their review of desalination technologies.  
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Shahzad et al. [169] suggest that there is still potential to decrease the energy 

consumption from current 3.5kWh/m3 for sea water reverse osmosis desalination. 

Caldera & Breyer [162] uses 3.0 kWh/m3 for 2015 and 2030 simulations. According to 

the director of the International Desalination Association, electrical energy use is likely 

to go down to 2.1-2.4 kWh/m3 by mid 2030s for medium to large desalination plants 

[171]. A commercial leaflet from 2016 from Lenntech already mentions electric 

consumption around 2.6 kWh/m3 [172]. 

Thus, within this work, 2.5kWh/m3 will be used including pre- and post-treatment, as 

they are included within the desalination system [172]. 

3.3.3.2 Water Requirements 

Equation (3.10) represents a chemical reaction for production of hydrogen from water. 

Using Equations (3.10) and (3.11) it is possible to calculate that 1kg of hydrogen 

requires 9 litres of water. 

2𝐻2𝑂 → 2𝐻2 + 𝑂2 (3.10) 

𝑚 = 𝑛𝑚𝑜𝑙 × 𝑅𝑀𝑀 (3.11) 

Where  

m= mass in g 

nmol=number of mols in mols  

RMM = relative molecular mass in g/mol 

However, this calculation is only theoretical based on pure water and does not include 

any losses. In practice, more potable water is required as shown in Table 3.4. PEM 

electrolysers require high quality water with a maximum of 0.5 ppm total dissolved 

solids (TDS) [141], which is equivalent to pure or ultra-pure water. Some electrolyser 

vendors state that electrolysis requires demineralised water [163] (1-10ppm TDS). Sea 

water reverse osmosis produces water between 10-500ppm TDS [173] or 400-500 

ppm [161], which is comparable to The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 

potable water standards [174]. Thus, deionisation treatment will be necessary if RO is 

used as a desalination treatment.  
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In Equation (3.12), the MPPE  depends on several factors as per Equations (3.13) - 

(3.15). 

𝑀𝑃𝑃𝐸 = 𝐸𝐶 × 𝐴𝐸𝑈 × 𝑇𝑊𝐹𝐴 × 𝑇𝐸𝐴 − 𝐷𝐸𝑆𝐴𝐿 (3.13) 

𝑇𝑊𝐹𝐴 = 1 − 𝑇𝑊𝐹𝐿 (3.14) 

𝑇𝐸𝐴 = 1 − 𝑇𝐸𝐿 (3.15) 

MPPE  depends on the full electrolyser capacity selected (EC) in kWh as determined in 

Section 3.3.2, the average electrolyser utilisation rate (AEU) calculated based on MPP 

per hour (Section 3.3.2), the total wind farm availability rate (TWFA), the total 

electrolyser availability rate (TEA) and the desalination power requirements in kWh 

(DESAL).  

Substituting Equations (3.13)-(3.15) into Equation (3.12), results in the full expression 

for  AHP  shown in Equation (3.16). 

𝐴𝐻𝑃 =
𝐸𝐶 × 𝐴𝐸𝑈 × (1 − 𝑇𝑊𝐹𝐿) × (1 − 𝑇𝐸𝐿) − 𝐷𝐸𝑆𝐴𝐿

𝐸𝐸𝐶
 (3.16) 

Where TWFL is total wind loss and can be calculated using Equation (3.17). TWFL 

consists of wind farm loss (WFL), which are listed in Table 3.5, and average wind 

utilization (AWFU), Section 3.3.2. TEL is total electrolyser loss and can be calculated 

using Equation (3.18). TEL consists of electrolyser loss (EL) (Table 3.5) and average 

electrolyser utilisation (AEU) (Section 3.3.2).  

𝑇𝑊𝐹𝐿 = 𝑊𝐹𝐿/100 − (1 − 𝐴𝑊𝐹𝑈/100) (3.17) 

𝑇𝐸𝐿 = 𝐸𝐿/100 − (1 − 𝐴𝐸𝑈/100) (3.18) 

 

In order to take into consideration the spill-over capacity of the electrolyser when 

oversized (eg 1500MW) and wasted energy from the windfarm, when the electrolyser 

is sized at less than 1500MW, the following two IF, THEN, ELSE statements were 

included shown in Equations (3.19) and (3.20).  
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3.4 Results 

3.4.1 Balance of Plant 

Figure 3.6 shows a typical balance of plant for offshore green hydrogen production, 

which was used for this research. There is no information on size and weight of 

individual components due to confidentiality, but Chapter 5 provides cost estimates for 

offshore hydrogen production platforms. 

 First part is the FOWF described in Chapter 2, which consists of 150, 10 MW turbines, 

dynamic and array cables, and offshore substation for AC to DC conversion. Then it 

connects to a platform containing PEM electrolysers and desalination units.  

A PEM electrolyser has been chosen for this study due to the better response of the 

PEM electrolyser to the power variation of wind energy, hydrogen output pressure 

above atmospheric pressure, and high purity as discussed in Section 3.2.2. This 

allows removing the compressor and hydrogen purifier from the balance of plant. Last 

part are the pipelines that can be either re-used or new built (more information on 

pipelines is included in Chapter 4). No storage, or accommodation has been 

considered in this work. Unmanned hydrogen production is standard for hydrogen 

projects such as Big Hit project [47] and is also considered for offshore hydrogen 

production platform based on DNV GL study on offshore hydrogen production [180]. 

The difference between cable and pipeline scenarios is the lack of export cable and 

onshore substation in pipeline scenario, and the lack of PEM electrolysers, 

desalination units and hydrogen production platform in cable scenario (See Figure 3.6 

and Error! Reference source not found.).  

Figure 3.6: Offshore hydrogen production diagram, pipeline scenario (adapted 

with permission from Wood plc). 
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3.4.4 Electrical Challenges 

This Section is based on interviews carried out with academics and industry specialists 

in electrical engineering [181]–[183]. Specifically with Dr Paul Judge from The 

University of Edinburgh, Damian McCool (former Wood Power Technical Manager) 

and Professor Olimpo Anaya- Lara from Strathclyde University. Major electrical 

challenges with the current set up of hydrogen production described within this thesis 

is the missing grid connection, large capacity of the windfarm, AC/DC conversions and 

cost. When looking at the wind farms far from shore, with no near stable cable 

landings, there will be several electrical challenges that will have to be overcome. As 

electrical challenges are outside of the scope of this thesis, following section 

summarises information from short literature review and the interviews with the 

industrial and academic specialists in order to highlight the need for further research 

into electrical aspects to enable offshore hydrogen production.  

3.4.4.1 Black start capability 

In the case of no wind, wind turbine requires power to start-up again from a complete 

shutdown, which is often referred to as black start. Göksu et al. [184] in their 

proceedings describe the requirements for non-grid connected wind turbine.  

Firstly, the internal power supply should be large enough to start-up WTG controller, 

converters, wind speed and direction measurements as well as yaw and pitch 

mechanisms without any external supplies. 

 Secondly, WTG has to be able to continue producing power under fluctuating load 

and wind and lastly, all WTGs have to be synchronised within the wind farm. This 

power required for a start-up usually comes from the grid, but far-offshore wind farms 

without grid connection will require ability to self-start. Göksu et al. [184] list existing 

solutions in their proceedings. Some solutions include a small diesel generator, which 

could be co-located at the wind turbine. This however defeats the purpose of wind 

turbines being green way of energy transition from fossil fuels. Thus, the author would 

like to highlight solutions including batteries [185] and potentially hydrogen fuel cells, 

which have not yet been explored, but could be a way to start up a wind turbine. The 

timeliness and importance of black start capability is further confirmed by the existence 

of Offshore Wind Accelerator by Carbon Trust that funds R&D into electrical systems 

including black start capability [186]. 
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3.4.4.2 AC to DC 

Most of the current wind turbines use doubly-fed induction generators (DFIGs) 

containing AC/DC generator converter, DC link for rectification and DC/AC grid side 

inverter [187].  The electrolyser, on the other hand, uses DC [30]. While ERM [63] has 

not identified any challenges or extra costs associated with AC/DC rectification as 

electrolysers currently use AC electricity from UK transmission system, it is specific 

for their Dolphyn project design where an electrolyser is part of the wind turbine and 

the current requiring rectification is small. The challenge grows with large scale power 

production, where a large AC/DC conversion station will be required to supply large 

scale electrolysis, which is costly. It is possible for a wind turbine to generate DC, but 

this is very rare and would require extra protection in the form of expensive DC circuit 

breakers, and agreement with the manufacturers who might not want to be liable for 

the risk to the rest of the electric network within the windfarm and electrolysis plant. 

Thus AC/DC conversion for large scale electrolysis is another challenge that needs 

further research to enable large scale offshore hydrogen production.  

3.4.4.3 Stability  

Without the grid connection, there will be a challenge to keep the whole system stable. 

As the wind farm has variable power supply, it is important to match the demand. If 

the supply is greater than the load, frequency will increase potentially damaging the 

wind turbine as well as the electrolysis plant. If the supply is lower than the load, it 

should be less of an issue as the PEM electrolysers are flexible enough to handle 

changes in power supply. However, keeping the network balanced is still of an 

importance. Thus, proper sizing of the electrolyser to the wind farm and enabling 

storage will be crucial to ensure electrical stability of offshore hydrogen production.   

3.4.4.4 Substations 

In theory, it would be possible to have just one electrical substation as there are no 

electrical limits to the size. However, there is a limit on weight that can be installed in 

single lift by the installation vessels that might require 3-4 substations being installed 

instead to cover 1.5GW windfarm. 
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Annual H2 production (Mkg) 
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3.5.2 Hydrogen Flow Rate 

As shown in Table 3.8, the flow rate fluctuates based on the wind speed that fluctuates 

throughout the day and seasonally. The lowest flow rate within the fluctuations using 

the 1500MW electrolyser is expected to be 17,230 kg of H2/hour including losses from 

AC to DC conversion and desalination plant power requirements. This means that the 

expected drop is nearly 13,000 kg of H2 /hour in the month of July in comparison to 

winter months. 

When sizing the electrolyser at approximately 82% of the windfarm capacity, 

(1000MW), we can expect smaller flow rate fluctuations with the maximum and 

minimum hydrogen flow rate expected to be 20,000-17,230 kg of H2/hour. 

There will be minimum fluctuations (19,150-17,227 kg of H2 /hour) for the electrolyser 

sized at 957.5 MW as that is the minimum hourly energy production for the windfarm. 

This would result in 100% gross electrolyser utilisation and 78% gross utilisation of the 

windfarm.  
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3.6 Conclusion and Future Work 

Chapter 3 looked into available literature investigating offshore hydrogen production, 

provided insights into balance of plant for offshore green hydrogen production and 

methodology to calculate the size of the electrolyser and hydrogen flow rate. These 

results later feed into the thermo-hydraulic pipeline investigation carried out in Chapter 

4 and economic analysis in Chapter 5.   

Major findings include that currently PEM electrolysis in combination with reverse 

osmosis desalination is the most suitable way to produce green hydrogen offshore.  

For large scale non grid connected windfarms that are located far offshore, a scenario 

where electrolysers are located on a wind turbine could be more suitable, as this would 

allow for bigger electrolysis capacity, albeit individual electrolysers with their BoP 

would be required to fit on the turbine platforms. 

Hourly hydrogen flow rate was calculated to vary between 30,000-17,230 kg/h for a 

1500MW electrolyser, and 19,150-17,227 kg/h for 957.5MW electrolyser.  

Future work could include techno economic analysis into different hydrogen carriers 

such as ammonia, synthetic natural gas, and liquid hydrocarbons. Other areas of 

offshore hydrogen production that would benefit from further research are direct sea 

water electrolysis, investigation into electrolysers suitable for offshore environment, 

and investigation into advantages and disadvantages of centralised electrolysis on a 

platform versus wind turbine co-located electrolysers.  

Further research work into identified electrical challenges such as black start, AC to 

DC conversion and system stability and research into offshore hydrogen storage to 

help to offset the difference between summer and winter hydrogen production, would 

also allow for faster commercialisation of offshore hydrogen production.  
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 CHAPTER 4 - RE-USE OF GAS PIPELINES FOR 

TRANSPORTATION OF HYDROGEN 

4.1 Overview 

One of the aims of this research is to identify if it is possible to re-use oil and gas 

pipelines for the transportation of green hydrogen. The following chapter contains 

information on pipeline theory and general methodology, which are then applied to two 

distinct existing pipelines in the North Sea, which were introduced in Section 2.3.1 in 

Chapter 2. A long transmission pipeline with large diameter, FLAGS, and a much 

shorter feeder pipeline PL164. These were chosen as a representation of typical 

subsea gas pipelines that could be considered for hydrogen transportation in the future 

projects. The chapter first introduces pipeline integrity challenges connected with 

transporting hydrogen and then discusses different codes recommendations on 

optimal steel grade and operating pressure for hydrogen transportation pipelines. 

Then it discusses equations of state and flow equations chosen for hydrogen 

transportation simulations, software chosen for the simulations and short validation 

results of the software. Further on, two existing pipelines are modelled to see whether 

they are suitable for hydrogen transportation. The modelling is based on thermo-

hydraulic analysis using hydrogen flow rates calculated in Chapter 3 (see Figure 4.1). 

This work also investigates the sufficiency of the electrolyser outlet pressure (20-50 

bar [30]) without added compressors for hydrogen gas transfer. Thus, the simulations 

are carried out at low pressures and the maximum hydrogen capacity at low pressures 

for the two pipelines is calculated. Lastly, three new purpose-built pipelines are 

investigated to compare to the existing PL164 and FLAGS for the 1.5GW Magnus 

windfarm case study. Many equations and values across the oil and gas industry are 

standardised in non-SI units such as diameters, yield strength etc. Thus, there are 

non-SI units used across this chapter with SI units quoted in the brackets.   
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4.2 Literature Review 

4.2.1 Pipeline Integrity in the Presence of Hydrogen 

The major issue with transporting hydrogen via existing oil and gas infrastructure is 

that hydrogen is highly volatile and tends to interact with the metals used to construct 

these pipelines [189]. There are several ways for hydrogen to migrate into the steel 

structure such as absorption of molecular hydrogen, introduction of hydrogen during 

fabrication process, and electrochemical reactions (such as corrosion) of hydrogen 

producing molecules (e.g. water or hydrogen sulphide) [190]. There are several 

pipeline failure modes stemming from the presence of hydrogen that are described in 

the following section.  

4.2.1.1 Hydrogen Embrittlement 

Hydrogen embrittlement is a reversible process occurring below 200°C (typically 

ambient temperature [191]) in which hydrogen reacts with steel causing deterioration 

in mechanical properties such as reduction in strength, toughness, ductility and load-

carrying ability of the pipeline [189], [192]. There are still many unknowns regarding 

the process of hydrogen embrittlement [189], [193], but it is likely caused by adsorption 

of atomic hydrogen to the steel’s surface, rather than chemical reaction of molecular 

hydrogen [191], [194], [195].  

4.2.1.2 Hydrogen Attack 

Hydrogen attack is an irreversible chemical reaction which occurs at combined high 

temperatures (above 200°C) and pressures in steel or copper pipelines [191], [195]. 

During hydrogen attack, hydrogen diffuses into steel, where it reacts with carbon to 

form methane. The process in which steel is depleted of carbon is called 

decarburisation, and it causes reduction of strength and ductility. Formed methane 

can also exert internal pressure that can cause internal cracks or fissures [189], [195]. 

Hydrogen attack failure is characterised at grain boundaries by fissures, bubbles, or 

decarburisation. The severity depends on pressure, temperature, stress, exposure 

time and pipeline composition.  

Reducing pressure, temperature, stress, exposure time and  adding molybdenum and 

chromium into the metal composition can reduce steel pipeline susceptibility to 

hydrogen attack [195].  
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It is unlikely to observe signs of hydrogen attack on pipelines transporting hydrogen 

offshore due to the elevated temperatures needed for hydrogen attack to occur. 

4.2.1.3 Hydrogen Induced Cracking and Blistering 

Hydrogen induced cracking is a sudden and brittle steel failure mode [189] occurring 

in a hydrogen environment during the application of stress below the pipeline steel’s 

yield strength (maximum stress that can be applied to a material before it starts to 

irreversibly deform) [196]. The process involves the absorption of hydrogen into the 

steel structure and its diffusion into stressed regions of the crystal structure causing  

hydrogen induced cracking [196].  

Hydrogen induced blistering normally occurs in environments containing hydrogen 

sulphide [196]. In this process a blister is formed by diffused hydrogen at the inclusion 

interfaces. This blister then cracks due to applied stresses and individual hydrogen 

atoms forming molecular hydrogen increasing the pressure within the structure [196].  

Electrolytic charging experiments show that the ferrite-pearlite phases (steel phases), 

which can be found in pipeline steels like X52, X60 and X65, are highly susceptible to 

hydrogen induced cracking and blistering [190], [197].  

4.2.1.4 Corrosion 

The presence of water and oxygen from the electrolysis can cause pipeline corrosion 

as shown in simplified corrosion Equation 4.1. Thus, in order to avoid corrosion, EIGA 

code on hydrogen transportation pipelines advises water contamination in hydrogen 

to be less than 20 ppm [198]. Therefore, a hydrogen dryer and a deoxidiser should be 

included in the post electrolysis treatment. 

4𝐹𝑒 + 3𝑂2 + 6𝐻2𝑂 → 4𝐹𝑒(𝑂𝐻)3 (4.1) 

 

Due to these failure modes listed in this section, the operating conditions discussed in 

in the next section are crucial for re-use of existing gas pipelines for transporting 

hydrogen. 
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4.2.2 Pipeline Operating and Design Criteria for Transporting Hydrogen 

Mohitpour et al. [189] describe the design criteria for hydrogen gas service based on 

results from previously conducted lab testing and known information on operating 

hydrogen pipelines.  

Oil and gas pipelines in the North Sea are mostly made of carbon steel due to its good 

properties, cost and fabrication [199]. One of the issues raised by OGTC [199] is the 

lack of publicly available information on the pipelines in the North Sea such as grade 

or wall thickness. According to discussions with different operators in the North Sea 

and pipeline engineers, the majority of the pipelines in the North Sea are of grade X65 

[200]. That means that the material yield stress is 65 ksi (4480 bar). Figure 4.2 shows 

the maximum steel grade allowed for hydrogen transportation through steel pipelines 

to minimise hydrogen embrittlement based on laboratory tests, literature [199], and 

standards (European Industrial Gases Association [198]). The laboratory tests include 

fatigue crack growth rate tests [201], [202] and burst tests (testing at elevated 

pressures) [203].  

 

Figure 4.2: Maximum API steel grade recommended for hydrogen pipelines. 
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To certify pipeline steel for hydrogen, the American Society of Mechanical Engineers 

(ASME) standard B31.12-2019 provides two options for testing. Option A requires 

Charpy testing in air, which measures the amount of energy absorbed during fracture. 

It is readily available in many laboratories but requires addition of safety factors due 

to lack of testing in hydrogen. Option B requires testing in hydrogen determining 

fracture toughness, fatigue crack growth rate and stress intensity factor threshold, 

which is only available in a handful of laboratories [204].  

Sandia National Laboratories, are able to provide hydrogen testing in situ, and have 

published a number of papers providing testing methodology and results for fracture 

toughness and crack growth propagation for different steel grades such as X80 [205], 

X70 [204] and X65 [206].  

Mohitpour et al. [189]  suggest that the majority of the existing hydrogen transmission 

lines are of steel grade API 5L X42 (API stands for American Petroleum Institute) or 

lower and operate between 30 and 60 bar with few failures reported. Similar 

conclusions were reached by OGTC with Xodus group according to ASME 

recommendations. The OGTC [199] concludes that the best pipelines for hydrogen re-

use are the ones that were used for the transportation of natural gas, rather than oil 

(due to oil contamination in crude oil pipelines) and built between 1980-2000. This 

work also considers gas pipelines only. Pipelines built between 1980 and 2000 are 

more likely to be built from suitable material grades such as X52 that has been 

identified as most suitable for hydrogen storage and transportation by OGTC [199]. 

They suggest that the maximum operating pressure should lead to maximum stress in 

the walls to be between 30-50% of the specified minimum yield strength (SMYS) [199].  

According to ASME B31.12-2019 [207], the maximum operational pressure (MOP) for 

hydrogen pipes of steel grade API 5L X60 and below, should be less than 207 bar. 

For all grades above X65, the MOP should be below 103 bar.   

According to a French national project that carried out mechanical testing of an X80 

pipeline in a hydrogen environment, [208], decreasing the operating pressure from 

100 bar to 30 bar decreases the susceptibility of higher grade steel (X80) to hydrogen 

embrittlement.  
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Both EIGA 121/14 and ASME B31.12 standard recommend operating at a low 

utilisation, 30 and 40% of SMYS respectively, in case of lack of information on the 

actual state of pipelines intended for re-use [198], [207].  

However, new laboratory tests conducted by National Institute of Standards and 

Technology (NIST) and Sandia National Laboratories that were used by ASME 

committee to review the B31.12 code has shown that it may be possible to use 

pipelines with steel grade up to X70 for hydrogen without a design penalty [202]. A 

revision has been proposed, so that the new ASME B31.12 code - allows the use of 

material with SMYS up to 70 ksi (4800bar) at design pressures up to 207bar [202]. 

Thus, based on the information summarised in this section, it is possible to re-use oil 

and gas pipelines for hydrogen considering material as a single factor even if they are 

of higher grade than X52, as long as the operating pressure is reduced. However, it 

should be noted that pipelines operating under reduced pressure are able to carry only 

a fraction of the hydrogen that they could at higher pressures, which reduces the 

design energy supply of the pipelines when transporting hydrogen rather than natural 

gas. 
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4.2.3 Pipeline Hydraulic Theory 

 To enable flow in the pipeline, a pressure difference is required, which is normally 

provided by pumps or compressors for export pipelines. Considering a single phase 

flow in a non-horizontal pipeline, there is a force exerted by the pressure difference 

over the cross section across the segment (first part of  Equation (4.2), where D is 

diameter and p is pressure), a shear stress exerted by the wall on the fluid over the 

outer area of the cylinder (second part of  Equation (4.2), where τ is wall stress and L 

is length of the pipeline), and the gravity force (third part of the Equation (4.2), where 

ρ is the gas density, g is gravitational acceleration and z is height), making it equal to 

zero as the fluid is moving at a uniform velocity. Rearranging Equation (4.2) gives the 

formula for pressure gradient, Equation (4.3), which is applied incrementally along the 

entire length of the pipeline to account for heat transfer, changes in height profile and 

variation in physical properties of the fluid due to changes in temperature and 

pressure. As shown in Equation (4.3) the pressure gradient can also be expressed 

using mean velocity by substituting Equation (4.4) into Equation (4.3), where f  is skin 

friction coefficient and U is the mean fluid velocity.  

4.2.3.1 Flow Equations 

A variety of empirical flow equations exist to simplify Equation (4.3) and are used in 

programmes such as PIPESIM, UniSim or OLGA to calculate the flow rate with known 

inlet and outlet pressure or to calculate pressure drop when flow rate is known. These 

equations include, Weymouth, Panhandle A, Panhandle B, which are most widely 

used [209] and others such as Darcy-Weisbach [210], AGA and Colebrook-White 

[211].  

0 = (
𝜋𝐷2

4
) 𝑑𝑝 + 𝜏(𝜋𝐷𝑑𝐿) + 𝜌𝑔 (

𝜋𝐷2

4
) 𝑑𝐿

𝑑𝑧

𝑑𝐿
 (4.2) 

𝑑𝑝

𝑑𝐿
= −

4𝜏

𝐷
− 𝜌𝑔

𝑑𝑧

𝑑𝐿
= −

2𝜌𝑓𝑈2

𝐷
− 𝜌𝑔

𝑑𝑧

𝑑𝐿
 (4.3) 

𝜏 =
1

2
𝑓𝜌𝑈2 (4.4) 
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Weymouth [212] is the oldest flow equation and is most accurate for short pipelines 

with small diameters (less than 12 inch (305 mm)) as it tends to overestimate the 

pressure drop for larger pipes [210]. Even so, this flow equation is normally used in 

gas pipeline design as an additional safety factor, as it provides more conservative 

numbers [209], [211].  

 

The Panhandle A equation is mostly used for pipelines with medium to large diameters 

(12-60 inch (305-1524mm)) with moderate gas flow rates and medium to high 

pressures (55-103bar), while Panhandle B is used for pipelines with large diameters 

(36 inch (914 mm) plus), high flow rates and high pressure (69 bar plus) [209], [211]. 

 

The Darcy-Weisbach equation is an incompressible flow equation that can be used for 

any flow rate, diameter and pipeline length but does not account for gas 

compressibility [210].  

 

The AGA flow equation has two versions, partially turbulent, which is used for medium 

diameter, medium flow and high pressure pipelines and fully turbulent, which is used 

for high pressure, high flow rate pipelines with medium to large diameter [211].  

 

The Colebrook-White flow equation is used for similar systems as the AGA fully 

turbulent flow equation, but predicts higher pressure drops [211].   

4.2.3.2 Equations of State 

For hydraulics and general design calculations an equation of state (EoS) is necessary 

in order to predict compressibility, specific volume, density, thermal conductivity, 

viscosity, enthalpy, entropy, Joule-Thompson coefficient and sound velocity at various 

temperatures and pressures [189].  
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The parameters in flow equations depend on an EoS that is derived from the ideal gas 

law to describe phase behaviour. There are several EoSs that can be used to calculate 

hydrogen properties. While Mohitpour et al. [211] suggest the modified Benedict-

Webb-Rubin, Włodek et al. [213] found Peng-Robinson sufficient in their work. Nasrifar 

[214] compares eleven EoS with experimental and tabular data from Vargaftik et al. 

[215] in their accuracy of predicting hydrogen properties. They reach the conclusion 

that all EoSs have comparable accuracy when predicting hydrogen properties at 

temperatures above 200K, which is the case for all pipelines operating offshore.  

Thus, a good combination for pipeline analysis, based on this review of literature is the 

Peng-Robinson [216] EoS, Equation (4.5) as the most used EoS in industry [213], 

[214] and the Weymouth flow equation, Equations (4.6) and (4.7) as it tends to 

overestimate the pressure drop and is often used in distribution networks for additional 

safety [209], [211].  

𝑝 =
𝑛𝑅𝑇

𝑉 − 𝑏
+

𝑎

(𝑉 + 𝑚1 × 𝑏) × (𝑉 + 𝑚2 × 𝑏)
     (4.5) 

 

𝑝 = 𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 

𝑉𝑃 = 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑖𝑝𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑔𝑎𝑠 

𝑎 = 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠  

𝑏 = 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑝𝑖𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 𝑎 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒 𝑒𝑥𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑑𝑒𝑑 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑉𝑃  

𝑛 = 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠 

𝑇 = 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 

𝑅 = 𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 

𝑚1, 𝑚2 = 1 + √2, 1 − √2 
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𝑄𝑏 = 432.7 ×
𝑇𝑏

𝑃𝑏

√[
𝑃1

2 − 𝑃2
2 − 𝐸

𝐺 × 𝐿 × 𝑇𝑎𝑣𝑒 × 𝑍𝑎𝑣𝑒
] × 𝐷2.667          (4.6) 

 

𝐸 = 0.0375𝐺 × 𝛥𝐻 ×
𝑃𝑎𝑣𝑒

2

𝑇𝑎𝑣𝑒 × 𝑍𝑎𝑣𝑒
 (4.7) 

 

𝑄𝑏 = 𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑎𝑡 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠, 𝑆𝐶𝐹/ 

𝑇𝑏 = 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑎𝑡 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, 520 °𝑅 

𝑃𝑏 = 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑎𝑡 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, 14.7 𝑝𝑠𝑖𝑎 

𝑃1 = 𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝑖𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑡 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒, 𝑝𝑠𝑖𝑎 

𝑃2 = 𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑙𝑒𝑡 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒, 𝑝𝑠𝑖𝑎 

𝐺 = 𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦, 𝑑𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑠 

𝐸 = 𝑝𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚 

𝛥𝐻 = 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒, 𝑓𝑡 

𝑃𝑎𝑣𝑒 = 𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒, 𝑝𝑠𝑖𝑎 

𝑇𝑎𝑣𝑒 = 𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒, °𝑅 

𝑍𝑎𝑣𝑒 = 𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟, 𝑑𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑠 

𝐿 = 𝑝𝑖𝑝𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ, 𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑠 

𝐷 = 𝑝𝑖𝑝𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟, 𝑖𝑛𝑐ℎ 

 

4.2.3.3 Gas Velocity  

When gas passes through a pipeline at high velocity, it can erode the pipeline and 

significantly reduce the life of the pipeline. The threshold velocity above which the fluid 

might cause damage to the pipeline is called the erosional velocity and is expressed 

by Equation (4.8) [211].  

The hydrogen gas velocity should not exceed erosional velocity at peak conditions as 

it increases turbulence, pressure drop and internal erosion. Equation (4.8) can be 

changed into Equation (4.9) using recommended value of C=100 for gas transmission 

pipelines [217] and substituting the equation for gas density.  
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It is assumed that C=100 is also applicable to hydrogen transmission pipelines as no 

specific constant for hydrogen was found. For natural gas, the recommended velocity 

is 40-50% of erosional velocity (10-13 m/s) [211].  

𝑢𝑒 =
𝐶

√𝜌
      (4.8) 

 

𝑢𝑒 =
100

√ 𝑀𝑃
𝑍𝑅𝑇

   (4.9) 

 

C=constant defined as 75<C<150 

G= gas gravity  

P=minimum pipeline pressure 

R= universal gas constant 

T= flowing gas temperature 

ue= erosional velocity  

Z= compressibility factor at specified temperature and pressure  

The erosional velocity changes along the pipeline with the change in elevation and 

depth effecting the temperature and pressure.  As the flowing gas density decreases 

along the pipeline, the erosional velocity increases as shown in Equation (4.8). Diez 

et al. [218] recommend 15 m/s pure hydrogen gas flow rate, which is similar to industry 

recommendations for used pipelines and has been used for simulations within this 

work to determine the maximum pipeline capacity in Section 4.4.2.3.   

4.2.4 PIPESIM 

PIPESIM is a steady-state multiphase flow simulator used for well, pipeline and 

network design and optimization [219]. It was designed specifically for harsh 

environments such as the North Sea with first release in 1984 [219]. It enables 

modelling of multiphase flow, heat transfer and fluid behaviour [219]. Section 4.3.2.1 

describes the PIPESIM process of calculating the pressure drop in more detail.  
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Although PIPESIM was originally designed for the purposes of oil and gas industry, 

same pipeline theory principles are applicable for all pipelines. 

PIPESIM allows changing fluids from traditional oil and gas to other fluids such as 

hydrogen and carbon dioxide and was used for carbon dioxide flow simulations in 

pipelines in the past [220]. For the purpose of this research, using steady-state fluid 

simulations is adequate as they allow for pipeline sizing, calculating capacity and 

pressure drop.  

During the time when pipeline modelling was carried out, a quick desk-based search 

indicated there was no specific software dedicated to hydrogen pipeline design. To the 

author’s knowledge, the only commercially available software validated for hydrogen 

pipeline design and operation is Virtuoso [221]. Other examples of specific hydrogen 

software found are Simerics MP [222], FLOWNEX [223] for fuel cell stack simulations, 

and H2FillS [224] for hydrogen filling simulations.  

Other examples of flow simulators are UniSim, OLGA, Synergi Pipeline Simulator, 

Virtuoso, HYSYS, etc. PIPESIM has been chosen for its extensive use in the industry, 

availability to research engineer, simple use with all relevant functionalities, and 

straightforward user interface.   
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Figure 4.3: Hydraulic calculations flow diagram [220]. 

4.3.2.2 Maximum Capacity 

The erosional velocity changes along the pipeline with the change in elevation and 

depth effecting the temperature and pressure. As the flowing gas density decreases 

along the pipeline, the erosional velocity increases (See Equation (4.8) in Section 

4.2.3.3).  Whilst for new pipeline design, it is possible to set the maximum velocity 

based on 40-50% of erosional velocity [211], used oil and gas pipelines require lower 

gas velocities for optimal operation and longer lifetime of the pipeline. By limiting the 

gas velocity to 15 m/s [218], to avoid erosion by any impurities such as sand or rust, 

which are likely to be present in re-used pipelines, maximum mass flow rates have 

been calculated for the PL164 and FLAGS pipelines at 20, 50 and 100 bar (See 

Section 4.4.2.3). 

4.3.2.3 New Pipeline Design 

Three new theoretical pipelines have been designed from Magnus to St Fergus, Flotta 

and Sullom Voe to compare the techno-economic case for new built pipelines with re-

using existing pipelines, which is further described in Chapter 5. These have been 

designed using PIPESIM, summer and winter flow rates from the 1.5GW windfarm, 

and by balancing between pressure drop and time it takes the gas to reach the terminal  
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4.3.2.4 Hydrogen Properties 

This research looked into hydrogen transportation by pipeline at operating pressures 

of 20, 50 and 100 bar and temperatures above 0°C (see yellow lines in Figure 4.4). 

This pressure range was chosen in order to assess the feasibility of hydrogen transfer 

at low pressure without compressors, The PEM electrolyser output pressure is 

between 20 and 50 bar [30] with 100 bar being set as upper maximum as to B31.12-

2019 standard setting 103 bar as the MOP for pipelines with steel grades of X65 and 

above. Based on the yellow lines indicating operating temperatures and pressures on 

the simplified hydrogen phase diagram in Figure 4.4, there are no phase changes 

during hydrogen transportation. The research assumes that the hydrogen is pure and 

thus only single-phase flow equation is considered. Hydrogen properties were 

calculated using the pressure, volume, temperature (PVT) package Multiflash on 

PIPESIM [229] using Peng-Robinson EoS.  

 

Figure 4.4: Simplified hydrogen phase diagram adjusted from [230]. 

4.3.2.5 Environmental Settings 

The environmental data such as the water depth were included through a GIS option 

in PIPESIM. The metocean data of the North Sea such as water temperature and 

current velocity as a function of depth were sourced by PIPESIM from publicly 

available sources such as NORA [231], SIMORC [232] and NOAA [233]. For heat 

transfer, PIPESIM uses the method described by Kreith & Bohn [234] shown by 

Equation (4.11). 
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𝑄 = 𝑞𝐴ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠(𝑇𝑓 − 𝑇𝑎) (4.11) 

Where 

Q= heat transfer 

q=overall heat transfer coefficient 

Aheat loss=heat loss area based on outside diameter (πDo) 

Ta=ambient temperature 

Tf =bulk fluid temperature 

4.3.3 Pipeline Model Validation and Sensitivity 

Validation calculations have been carried out using PIPESIM 2018.1 software [228] to 

calculate pressure drop using Equation (4.3) on a 200km pipeline divided into 10 equal 

segments carrying hydrogen gas based on calculations by Włodek et al.  [213]. The 

inlet pressure was set to 5MPa. There was no specified temperature in the paper, so 

15 °C (typical temperature used for onshore pipelines) was used. As neither the wall 

thickness nor the roughness was specified, 12.7 mm and 0.0254 mm (PIPESIM pre-

settings) were used respectively with zero elevation difference. The simple pipeline 

model was also used to investigate the sensitivity of pressure drop to flow equation 

and EoS.  

4.3.3.1 Viscosity model 

PIPESIM 2018.1 [228] offers four different models for determining viscosity. These are 

Pedersen [235], Lohrenz-Bray-Clark (LBC) [236], Pedersen Twu [237] and Super 

TRAPP [238]. In order to determine the best fit viscosity model for hydrogen, a quick 

test was performed similar to Wetenhall et al. [220] comparing results from four 

viscosity models to the viscosity of pure hydrogen from literature [239] available in 

Mohitpour et al. [189].  
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4.4 Results and Discussion 

4.4.1 Pipeline Model Validation and Sensitivity 

The following section presents and discusses results from the PIPESIM model 

validation using Peng-Robinson EoS and Panhandle A flow equation (Table 4.2). It 

also includes investigation of the pressure drop sensitivity to EoS and flow equations 

(Table 4.3), and the viscosity model comparison (Table 4.4). 

As shown in Table 4.2, results from PIPESIM are comparable to the results of Włodek 

et al. [213], although many parameters were missing. However, it was still possible to 

compare the two as the majority of the parameters needed to calculate pressure drop 

as per Equation 4.10 were available, so the impact from missing parameters, values 

of which were assumed, was negligible. Simulating an existing hydrogen pipeline to 

validate the model and determine the best EoS and hydraulic equation from the ones 

previously used would have been preferable, but there were no publicly available data 

on operating hydrogen pipelines that would provide information such as pressure drop, 

inner diameter, flow rate, etc, so it was not possible to validate the model using existing 

hydrogen pipelines.   

Table 4.2: Pressure drop comparison with Włodek et al. [213]. 

Flow m3/h Internal Diameter 

/mm 

Pressure drop /MPa 

[213] PIPESIM 

20,000 200 0.6 0.4 

30,000 200 0.9 0.9 

30,000 250 0.3 0.3 

 

As shown in Table 4.3, there was only a small difference in pressure drop results 

between the 3-parameter Peng-Robinson [216] and the Soave-Redlich-Kwong (SRK) 

[240] EoS for Weymouth, Moody and Panhandle A simulation confirming observations 

reported by Nasrifar [214].  
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Table 4.3: A summary of pressure drop results showing differences between 2 

EoS and 3 flow equations. 

EoS 
Flow 

m3/h 

Internal Diameter 

/mm 

Pressure drop/MPa 

Weymouth Moody 
Panhandle 

A 

Peng-

Robinson 

20,000 200 

0.46 0.43 0.39 

Soave-

Redlich-Kwong 
0.47 0.44 0.39 

Table 4.4: Viscosity model comparison. 

  Viscosity (kg/m.s x 107) 

P/bar T/K Pedersen Pedersen 

Twu 

LBC Super 

TRAPP 

[189], [239] 

50 280 77.59 77.59 87.74 88.86 79.97 

50 300 81.01 81.01 91.69 92.56 82.34 

20 300 80.41 80.41 91.20 92.56 81.75 

 

As can been seen in Table 4.4, Pedersen and Pedersen Twu have comparable results 

and are closest to the literature values although slightly underestimating the viscosity. 

Both SuperTRAPP and LBC are overestimating the viscosity values, providing more 

conservative results. It should be noted that the SuperTRAPP model gave the same 

result for viscosity for 50 and 20 bar and thus it is not considered for the simulations 

as it is not as sensitive with change in pressure as other models. 
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Figure 4.5, which shows gas velocity for maximum hydrogen flow rate in FLAGS at 50 

bar confirms that the gas velocity within the pipeline is sub-optimal. As can be seen in 

the figure, the actual gas velocity (purple line) is much smaller than  the recommended 

gas velocity limit based on Mohitpour et al. [211], which can be applied to new built 

pipelines (the dashed red line) as well as  the industry recommendation of 15m/s for 

re-used pipelines [218] (indicated by the dotted grey line). This suggests that while the 

maximum gross hourly hydrogen flow rate from 1.5 GW wind farm is sufficient for a 

small pipeline like PL164, it is not sufficient for a pipeline with much larger capacity 

such as FLAGS. 

 

Figure 4.5 Change in gas velocity at 50 bar FLAGS. 

 

Hydrogen Properties 

The change of hydrogen gas properties at 50 bar with the distance travelled within the 

FLAGS pipeline is represented graphically in Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7. 

As the density increases in first the 100km (Figure 4.6), the erosional velocity slightly 

decreases as can be seen in Figure 4.5. As per Equation (4.9), the density initially 

increases due to decreasing temperature, which stabilises as the temperature 

stabilises (dash-dotted line in Figure 4.7).  
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While the pipeline is sufficient for 1.5 GW windfarm, if there were more windfarms 

around the Magnus platform in the future, a new pipeline would have to be built as 

currently FLAGS can transport three times the amount of hydrogen than PL164 at 

equivalent pressures.   

4.4.3 New Pipeline Design 

The advantage of building new pipelines is that new pipelines can be built from 

material with suitable steel grade operating at higher pressure and known pipeline 

integrity. The disadvantage of a purpose-built pipeline would be the limited capacity 

design, which would disable other future hydrogen production facilities in the vicinity 

to use it for hydrogen transport, unless it would be designed for larger amounts of 

hydrogen, which would increase the cost and decrease the efficiency until further 

hydrogen capacity is built up. Higher pressure would increase the amount of hydrogen 

flow rate but would also increase the time to the gas terminal. The suitability of the 

three possible routes for the Magnus case study are discussed within this section. 

Figure 4.10 shows three potential pipelines if existing oil and gas pipelines were not 

re-used. The purpose-built pipelines could be shorter, approximately 485 km, by going 

straight to St Fergus, Figure 4.10b), rather than through Brent A platform like the 

combination of PL164 and FLAGS, Figure 4.10a), 400km by going to Flotta gas 

terminal in Orkney, Figure 4.10d), and 190km by going straight to Sullom Voe in 

Shetland Islands, Figure 4.10c). Table 4.8 - 4.11 show data and potential dimensions 

for new purpose-built pipelines.  

4.4.3.1 St Fergus 

Around 35% of UK natural gas terminates at St Fergus terminal [242]. There are 

currently two ongoing hydrogen projects, Acorn and Aberdeen Vision that identify St 

Fergus as a major hydrogen production site. Hydrogen at St Fergus can be directly 

fed into the gas grid starting at blending 2% of hydrogen into natural gas and going up 

to 100% hydrogen in planned new purpose-built hydrogen pipeline between St Fergus 

and Aberdeen [242].   
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a) Existing Pipelines PL164 and 

Flotta 

b) A New Pipeline to St Fergus 

  

c) A New Pipeline to Sullom Voe 
d) A New Pipeline to Flotta 

Figure 4.10: Four different pipeline routes where a) are existing pipelines 

FLAGS and PL164, b) is a new pipeline from Magnus to St Fergus, c) is a new 

pipeline from Magnus to Sullom Voe and d) is a new pipeline to Flotta. 
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4.5 Conclusions and Future Work 

This chapter investigates the technical feasibility of re-using gas pipelines for 

transportation of hydrogen from a material and thermo-hydraulic perspective. It takes 

flow rates from a theoretical 1.5 GW windfarm calculated in Chapter 3 and uses them 

to simulate hydrogen transportation in two North Sea pipelines case studies.  

Based on an extensive literature search, it is concluded that it is possible to re-use oil 

and gas pipelines for hydrogen considering material as a single factor even if they are 

of higher grade than X52 as long as the operating pressure is reduced. However, the 

pipelines would then be able to carry only a fraction of the hydrogen that they could at 

higher pressures, which reduces the design energy supply of the pipelines when 

transporting hydrogen rather than natural gas. This chapter also demonstrates that it 

is possible to re-use gas pipelines from a thermo-hydraulic perspective even without 

requiring the use of a compressor on the platform. However, substantial summer and 

winter hydrogen production differences cause efficiency issues, leading to substantial 

storage requirements. 

PIPESIM simulations showed that 20 bar would not be sufficient to transport the 

hydrogen produced from the 1.5GW windfarm through the shorter feeder pipelines 

such as PL164, while the maximum assumed pressure for the PEM electrolyser, 50 

bar, allows the transportation of hydrogen from 1.5GW wind farm for both feeder and 

transmission pipelines such as PL164 and FLAGS. 

For PL164, 50 bar is more suitable for the range of mass flow rates expectable from a 

1.5 GW windfarm. The problem comes with the longer transmission pipeline, FLAGS, 

where transportation of hydrogen at 50bar takes anywhere between 38-67 hours, 

which increases even further at 100bar (75.6-133 hours) due to the line being 

underutilised, requiring higher hydrogen flow rate. This could be solved by including 

storage to be able to transport higher flow rates in periods with lower wind in the 

summer. 

While 100 bar significantly increases the maximum mass flow rate transferred through 

the pipelines, which is important as hydrogen has lower heat capacity per volume in 

comparison to natural gas, it also significantly increases the transportation time, and 

would not be an optimal solution for a 1.5GW wind farm in current case study.   
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New shorter pipelines could be built to three gas terminals St Fergus, Flotta and 

Sullom Voe that would be suitable due to upcoming hydrogen utilisation projects in all 

three. 

The advantage of building new pipelines is that new pipelines can be built from 

material with suitable steel grade operating at higher pressure and known pipeline 

integrity. The disadvantage of purpose build pipeline would be the limited capacity 

design, which would disable other future hydrogen production facilities in the vicinity 

to use it for hydrogen transport, unless it would be designed for larger amounts of 

hydrogen, which would increase the cost and decrease the efficiency.  

For pressure drop and maximum capacity analysis such as the one carried out in this 

chapter, the steady-state simulator PIPESIM was sufficient. However, future work 

could include transient phenomena flow model analysing real time operation, 

hydrogen tracking, leakage, and metering for natural gas-hydrogen blends as well as 

pure hydrogen.  
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5.2 Literature Review 

5.2.1 Economic Analysis of Energy Systems 

There are a number of methods which can be used to evaluate viability of energy 

projects some of which will be discussed in this section.  

5.2.1.1 Simplified Methods 

Simple payback period, Equation (5.1), and simple rate of return, Equation (5.2), are 

both very fast methods with outcomes that are easy to interpret [243]. Simple payback 

shows the amount of years it takes for the initial investment to be paid back, while 

simple rate of return is the inverse of simple payback and shows percentage of return 

on investment [243].  However, neither of them take into consideration the longevity 

of the system and thus they can both be misleading [243]. For their simplicity, they can 

be used as a first step in decision making to filter out least viable projects. 

𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 𝑃𝑎𝑦𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘 =
𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑎 𝐹𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡

𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑆𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠
 (5.1) 

𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛 =
𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑆𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠

𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑎 𝐹𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡
 (5.2) 

5.2.1.2 Advanced Methods 

The following methods take into consideration the fact that future cash flows do not 

have the same value as present cash flows and so they use discount rate, r, to 

discount future cash flows to their present value [243], [244]. The discount rate 

represents the opportunity cost of the capital, which increases with increased risk of 

the project, requiring riskier projects to have higher returns [245].  

The discount rate used is usually weighted average cost of capital (WACC), which is 

calculated using Equation (5.3) [246]. Alternatively, a fixed r can be assigned based 

on the literature or the industry.  

Where  

VE = value of equity 

𝑊𝐴𝐶𝐶 =
𝑉𝐸

𝑉𝐸 + 𝑉𝐷
× 𝑅𝐸 ×

𝑉𝐷

𝑉𝐸 + 𝑉𝐷
× 𝑅𝐷 × (1 − 𝑇𝑅) (5.3) 
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VD = market value of debt 

RE = the cost of equity  

RD = the cost of debt  

TR = the asset tax rate   

However, like simple methods, the advanced methods also have some shortcomings. 

They do not include externalities such as environmental and health impact, so when 

applied in the energy sector, in some countries with cheap fossil fuels it would appear 

more beneficial to build a new coal power plant. However, the saved cost in energy 

would be spent on the deprived health of citizens living nearby and fines due to high 

CO2 emissions. 

They also do not estimate public support, so for example floating wind farms might 

have more public support than nuclear power plants although they are both GHG 

emission free during operation. Other factors missing in these calculations are 

possible project risks, fuel price fluctuations, power price fluctuation, safety, and 

regulatory risks. All the methods mentioned below have been used to evaluate 

offshore PtG projects in the past (see Table 5.1).  

Table 5.1: Different economic analysis methods used for offshore PtG projects 

evaluation. 

Economic Analysis Literature 

Net Present Value [51]–[53], [137] 

Internal Rate of 

Return 

[137] 

Levelised Cost of 

Hydrogen 

[57], [136], [138], [141] 

 Net Present Value (NPV) 
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NPV is a discounted cash flow analysis that determines whether the sum of the net 

discounted cash income over the lifetime of the project exceeds the discounted costs. 

Jepma [52] describes the two cash flows of the NPV as the purchase of electricity to 

produce hydrogen (negative cash flow), and the market for the produced hydrogen 

(positive cash flow). NPV is calculated using Equation (5.4) [247]. 

𝑁𝑃𝑉 = ∑
𝑁𝐶𝐹𝑡

(1 + 𝑟)𝑡

𝑛

𝑡=0

 (5.4) 

Where  

NCFt = net cash flow generated by innovation project in year t 

r = discount rate 

Internal Rate of Return (IRR) 

Internal rate of return depicts the rate of return necessary for the project to break even, 

i.e. when present cash flowing in is equal to expected cash flowing out [53]. It allows 

the investment to be compared with returns on other competing investment [243]. 

When using Equation (5.4) IRR is the discount rate when NPV of the project is equal 

to zero, Equation (5.5) [243], [248].  

0 = ∑
𝑁𝐶𝐹𝑡

(1 + 𝐼𝑅𝑅)𝑡

𝑛

𝑡=0

 (5.5) 

 

Levelised Cost (LC) 

Levelised cost analysis serves as a supporting decision-making tool for evaluating and 

comparing long-term investment projects. It allows adequate comparison between 

different sources of energy or energy vectors by providing cost per kWh or kg 

throughout the whole life cycle of the plant [243], [246], [249].  
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The result can be interpreted as the minimum price per kW at which energy needs to 

be sold to break even on the total investment [249]. Whether it is levelised cost of 

energy or hydrogen, to calculate it, it requires upfront fixed cost [243] also called capital 

expenditure or CAPEX. CAPEX consists of all the costs that need to be paid in order 

to start up the plant such as planning, individual equipment, construction, installation, 

etc [246], [250], [251].  

Once the plant is operational, it requires annual investments also called operational 

expenditure or OPEX. OPEX consists of operational and maintenance costs, as well 

as any fuel costs, insurance, rent or land lease and any other costs occurring regularly 

or one off payments during the whole duration of the project lifecycle [251].  

Even after the plant stops serving its purpose and ceases operation, the cash flow 

does not stop there. LC considers decommissioning expenditure or DECEX that 

includes all payments necessary to decommission the plant and return the land back 

to the original state.   

Since LC considers cash flow throughout the whole life cycle of the plant, CAPEX is 

considered to be paid in ‘year 0’, i.e. a year before the operation and OPEX starts in 

year 1 [252]. DECEX is paid the year after last operational year, so if a plant operates 

for 30 years, DECEX is paid in year 31 [252]. 

Once all data are collected, LC can be calculated using Equation (5.4) to calculate 

NPV of total costs and then divide it by NPV of generation as shown in Equation (5.6) 

[251]. LC analysis specifically for floating offshore wind and hydrogen production is 

described later in this chapter in Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2.  

𝐿𝐶 =
𝑁𝑃𝑉 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠

𝑁𝑃𝑉 𝑜𝑓 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
 (5.6) 
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Cable lifetime costs (CC, OC, and DC) are separated from the rest of FOWF costs as 

FOWF costs are also included in the economic analysis of energy transportation 

through pipelines scenario. Et is electricity output in year t, r is the discount rate in %, 

t is individual year from 1 to n, where n is total operational lifetime. The total operational 

lifetime has been set to 30 years [57], [253], [254].  

A discount rate, r, is used in LCOE calculations in order to discount future cash flows 

to their present value [244]. Many recent studies indicate a significant effect of a 

discount rate on the LCOE [244], [255]. Based on the studies, the discount rate has a 

significant potential to reduce LCOE and thus, it is important to choose an accurate 

discount rate to represent the weighted average cost of capital for future commercial 

floating offshore wind projects.  

Lerch [244] chooses 7% discount rate for future floating offshore wind projects, which 

is between 8% used by Spyroudi et al. [57]and 5% chosen by a study commissioned 

by the Scottish Government [136], and thus seems reasonable for this work. However, 

to study the effect of the discount rate on LCOE and LCOH, a sensitivity analysis has 

been carried out on both LCOE and LCOH with r varying between 3% and 12% in 2% 

increments and is presented later in Section 5.6.5.  

5.3.1.1 Floating Offshore Wind Farm 

Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 show CAPEX and OPEX estimations for floating offshore 

windfarms that were selected for LCOE calculations collected from the literature. 

These data are based on expert elicitations [256], existing offshore wind data [254], 

[257] and literature [253]. Figure 5.5 shows the cost components included in the 

CAPEX, the OPEX and the DECEX of a typical FOWF that were considered by the 

literature reviewed. While Wiser et al. [256] do not specify FOWF technology, 

California Public Utility Commission (CPUC) [257] and Beiter et al. [254], use semi-

submersible floating offshore wind technology and Serri et al. [253] use average 

between spar buoy and semi-submersible for LCOE calculations. All FOWF CAPEX, 

OPEX and DECEX data that were collected from literature available publicly are listed 

in Figures C1, C2 and C3 in Appendix C as some of the data were excluded from the 

calculations. The data excluded are the ones that are not cost estimations for 2030 

and are further discussed in Appendix C.  
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Where  

𝐶𝐶 = 𝐶𝐴𝑃𝐸𝑋 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑐𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑜𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑘𝑊 

𝐶𝐿 = 𝑐𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑖𝑛 𝑘𝑚 

Installation Cost and Cable Cost are quoted per km for specific Cable Capacity in kW, 

and Converter Cost and Platform Cost are per kW.  

Table C2 in Appendix C provides more information on data presented in Figure 5.9 

such as cable length and capacity CAPEX  is based on. Transmission costs presented 

in this section are from the date of publication between 2011 and 2021 as there were 

no 2030 estimation data available.  As can be seen in Figure 5.9, in 10 years of cable 

CAPEX data, the cost is fairly stable and so the assumption was made that the cost is 

unlikely to change below minimum or above maximum cost presented in Figure 5.9   

According to the Energy Act 2004, a wind farm developer is required to sell the 

transmission asset in the UK to OFTO (Offshore Transmission Operator), who is 

assigned by OFGEM (The Office of Gas and Electricity Markets) to operate the 

transmission asset. OFTO is also responsible for decommissioning of this asset after 

the end of its lifetime [268]. Thus, cable decommissioning and O&M costs are not 

included in the cost analysis, but transmission network use of system charges in £/kW 

(TNUoS) are, as these are the payments paid to OFTO for operating and 

decommissioning of the transmission assets.  See Equation (5.12) for OC and DC 

calculations.  

𝑂𝐶+𝐷𝐶 = 𝑇𝑁𝑈𝑜𝑆 × 𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑓𝑎𝑟𝑚 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑖𝑛 𝑘𝑊 × 𝑛 (5.12) 

Where 

𝑂𝐶 = 𝑂𝑃𝐸𝑋 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑠 

𝐷𝐶 = 𝐷𝐸𝐶𝐸𝑋 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑠  

𝑛 = 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 

 

𝐶𝐶 =
(𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 + 𝐶𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡) × 𝐶𝐿

𝐶𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦

+ (𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 + 𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡) 

(5.11) 
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5.3.2 Levelised Cost of Hydrogen LCOH 

For offshore hydrogen projects, LCOH can be calculated using Equation (5.13), which 

is similar to Equation (5.7) but instead of electricity output in year t, it contains 

hydrogen produced in year t (Ht) and adds onto LCOE without cables (LCOEFOWF 

consisting only of CFOWF, OFOWF  and DFOWF). Here the CAPEX (CH0) consists of 

electrolyser CAPEX (CE), desalination unit CAPEX (CD), pipeline CAPEX (CP) and 

topside CAPEX (CT), Equation (5.14). OHt is OPEX in year t accounting for electrolyser 

(OE), desalination unit (OD), pipeline (OP) and topside (OT), Equation (5.15). DH31 is 

DECEX for year 31 and includes DECEX for pipelines (DP) and topside (DT), 

Equation(5.16). DH31 does not include decommissioning cost for desalination unit and 

the electrolyser as these will be removed together with the topside. Hydrogen 

production lifetime t is also set to 30 years [57], [136], [188] and discount rate r is set 

to 7% [188], which is between 8% from Spyroudi et al. [57] and 5% from study 

conducted for the Scottish Government [136]. As mentioned in Section 5.3.1, 

sensitivity analysis of both LCOH and LCOE to the discount rate can be found in 

Section 5.6.5.1. 

𝐿𝐶𝑂𝐻 = 𝐿𝐶𝑂𝐸𝐹𝑂𝑊𝐹 +

∑
𝐶𝐻0 + 𝑂𝐻𝑡 + 𝐷𝐻31

(1 + 𝑟𝐻)𝑡
𝑛
𝑡=1

∑
𝐻𝑡

(1 + 𝑟𝐻)𝑡
𝑛
𝑡=1

 (5.13) 

𝐶𝐻0= 𝐶𝐸 + 𝐶𝐷 + 𝐶𝑃 + 𝐶𝑇 (5.14) 

𝑂𝐻𝑡= 𝑂𝐸 + 𝑂𝐷 + 𝑂𝑃 + 𝑂𝑇 (5.15) 

𝐷𝐻31= 𝐷𝑃 + 𝐷𝑇 (5.16) 
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While some studies included OPEX as a % of CAPEX [271], [272], [274]–[276], others 

included specific price per kW [273], [277], [278]. Carmo et al. [152] and Mergel [279] 

did not mention any OPEX information and thus have not been included in the overall 

OPEX. The OPEX estimate also includes a stack replacement cost after 40,000h [276] 

or 50,000h [278]. Noack et al. [275] expects 2030 electrolysers to be able to run for 

70,000h prior to stack replacement. Where stack replacement was specified, Equation 

(5.17)  was used to calculate figures presented in Figure 5.13. Decommissioning for 

both electrolyser and desalination unit is included within the topside decommissioning 

costs.  

𝑆𝑅 =

(
𝑛

𝑛𝑆𝑇𝐴𝐶𝐾

𝐸𝑂

) × 𝐶𝑃𝐸𝑀 × 𝑆𝑅𝐶

𝑛
 

(5.17) 

Where 

𝑆𝑅 = 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘 𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑡𝑜 𝑂𝑃𝐸𝑀  𝑖𝑛 € 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑘𝑊 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 

𝑛 = 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠 

𝑛𝑆𝑇𝐴𝐶𝐾 = 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑛𝑒 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘 𝑖𝑛 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠 

𝐸𝑂 = 𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑦𝑠𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑖𝑛 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠 (𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑑 8000ℎ) 

𝐶𝑃𝐸𝑀 = 𝐶𝐴𝑃𝐸𝑋 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑦𝑠𝑒𝑟 𝑖𝑛 € 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑘𝑊 

𝑆𝑅𝐶 = 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘 𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑎𝑠 𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝐶𝑃𝐸𝑀 

5.3.2.2 Desalination 

Since electrolysis takes place far offshore, treated sea water is used for hydrogen 

production and thus a zero cost for water is assumed. Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.15 

show CAPEX and OPEX of desalination equipment used for LCOH calculations where 

the orange bar represents assumption for 2030 and the blue bar represents cost 

estimations for the year when the publication was written.  

The data sources are  a mix of data from academia [160], [162] and industry [280], 

[281]. All desalination cost data were used due to lack of 2030 cost estimations. Figure 

5.16 shows individual desalination cost contributions to LCOH. 
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L=pipeline length in km 

OD= outer diameter in inches  

𝐶𝑃 = [674 × 𝑂𝐷2 + 11,754 × 𝑂𝐷 + 234,085] × 𝐿 + 405,000 (5.21) 

Where 

L=pipeline length in miles 

OD= outer diameter in inches  

𝐶𝑃 = 𝐶𝐴𝑃𝐸𝑋 × 𝑂𝐷2 × 𝐿 (5.22) 

Where  

CAPEX= pipeline CAPEX per km 

L=pipeline length in km 

OD= outer diameter in inches  

Where 

VP = pipeline volume in m3 

𝜌𝑃𝑀 = 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑖𝑝𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑘𝑔/𝑚3 

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑃𝑀 = 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑖𝑝𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑘𝑔 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑚 

𝐿 = 𝑝𝑖𝑝𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑖𝑛 𝑚 

 

The Wood plc [288] data point was removed from the selection because it doesn’t 

include installation cost and thus CAPEX is significantly lower than the rest of the data 

points.  

OPEX estimation ranges presented in Figure 5.19 have been calculated using 2-5% 

of CAPEX [284]. Johnson & Ogden [286] and Yang & Ogden [285] use 4% of CAPEX 

for OPEX.  

𝐶𝑃 = 𝑉𝑃 × 𝜌𝑃𝑀 × 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑃𝑀 × 𝐿 (5.23) 
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5.3.3 Inflation and Currency Adjustments 

All costs are quoted in 2020 euros as the economic analysis was carried out in 2021, 

so 2020 was most recent full year at the time of the analysis. Where price was quoted 

in different currency or year, the currency was converted to euros using average 

historical exchange rate for that year, Equation (5.24) and adjusted for inflation using 

Equation (5.25) adjusted from Thompson [290]. 

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑜𝑠 

= 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑡

×  𝑒𝑥𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑡 

(5.24) 

 

𝐼𝐴𝐶  𝑡+𝑥 = 𝑃𝐶𝑡   × (1 +
𝐼𝑅𝑡+1 

100
) × (1 +

𝐼𝑅𝑡+2 

100
) × … × (1 +

𝐼𝑅𝑡+𝑥 

100
) (5.25) 

 

Where  

𝐼𝐴𝐶  𝑡+𝑥 = 𝐼𝑛𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐴𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑡 + 𝑥  

𝑃𝐶𝑡 = 𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑡 

𝐼𝑅𝑡+1 = 𝐼𝑛𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑡 + 1 in % 

The average annual historical exchange rates for all currencies between 2010 and 

2020 were sourced from Exchange Rates UK [291]  and any exchange rates before 

2010 were sourced from UKForex Limited [292]. The annual historical inflation rates 

were taken from Rate Inflation website [293]. The exchange rates and inflation rates 

used are listed in Table C4 in the Appendix C. 

5.3.4 Cost Scenarios 

Table 5.2 shows general scenarios for which LCOE and LCOH were calculated in 

order to compare cost of transportation of energy via cable versus transportation of 

energy via pipelines. Both cables and pipelines are 203km (length from Magnus 

windfarm to closest cable landing in Shetland). Table 5.3 shows Magnus case study 

specific scenarios. All LCOH are based on 1500MW electrolyser capacity unless 

otherwise indicated with a subscript.  
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5.6.2 LCOH 

Figure 5.23 shows CAPEX, OPEX and DECEX breakdown of the average cost 

scenario for hydrogen production with 1,500MW electrolyser capacity. Figure 5.23 

indicates that the FOWF is the most costly, while the desalination unit is the least 

costly item in CAPEX. For OPEX, the topside and FOWF have similarly significant 

expected spending, while DECEX expenditure is mostly made of topside removal, 

which was expected as the wind turbines have floating substructures and can be 

towed back to shore.   

 

Figure 5.23: Offshore hydrogen production CAPEX, OPEX and DECEX average 

cost scenario breakdown. 

Figure 5.24 shows comparison of the average scenario LCOH produced from offshore 

wind in this work with different values published in the literature. All of the values are 

for 2030 except for O’Kelly-Lynch et al. [138]. Most of the 2030 cost projections are 

around 100 €/MWh and above, where [295] produces hydrogen onshore and thus, 

does not include the cost for the offshore platform. Scottish Government [136] includes 

offshore hydrogen production in their scenarios, but there is no CAPEX, OPEX or 

DECEX for the offshore platform. Spyroudi et al.  [57] includes the topside with 960 

MW electrolyser capacity. Their value is 7% lower than the value presented for 

offshore hydrogen produced in this research using 957.5MW electrolyser, which is 

comparable.  
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By 2030, EU estimates that the cost of green hydrogen could be less than 1.80 €/kg 

[297]. The cheapest cost calculated for offshore green hydrogen in this work is 2.72-

5.17€ for LCOHRU975.5MW. Although the 2030 price estimations calculated for offshore 

green hydrogen are higher right now, there will be likely improvements over the time 

in electrolysis technology, floating offshore wind technology and economies of scale 

for large scale production that have not been included in this work due to novelty and 

lack of available information on offshore hydrogen production. 

As can be seen in Figure 5.26, building new pipelines offshore (purple bar) in 

comparison to re-using old pipelines offshore (red and green bar) only adds extra 2% 

to LCOH. This is because the old pipelines still have to be maintained and 

decommissioned as well as the new pipelines. The only difference in cost is CAPEX 

which converts into 2% increase in LCOH.  

Regarding the comparison between the two ways of power transmission, hydrogen is 

shown to be cheaper than electricity in low and average cost scenarios for both, reused 

and new pipelines. However, when the cost of building a new topside is included, the 

cost of offshore hydrogen increases significantly above the cost of electricity for all 

cost scenarios.  

Adding a new topside to accommodate 1500MW electrolysis capacity (light blue bar) 

increases LCOH between 19 and 36% across the three cost scenarios. For topsides 

accommodating 957.5MW electrolyser (orange bar) it’s between 8 and 28% increase 

in LCOH.  
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When comparing re-using pipelines vs building new, the difference is within 3% mostly 

due to OPEX and DECEX being distance dependent. As the combination of PL164 

and FLAGS is significantly longer than pipeline to Shetland, from an economic 

perspective, there is not much difference between re-using or building new. From the 

environmental perspective, it would be favourable to re-use existing pipelines (if in a 

good state) to avoid disrupting marine life with construction noise and damage to the 

sea bed. Additionally, existing substructures serve as artificial reefs creating nurseries 

for marine life that will be disrupted when these structures are removed. From a 

structural integrity point of view, it might be beneficial to build new pipelines as they 

will have a known structural integrity, they will be purpose built and will last longer. The 

existing pipelines could be used in the meantime while the new ones are being built 

depending on their current usage. Even hydrogen blending in existing pipelines could 

help speed up hydrogen economy.   

The low cost scenario shows that LCOH (without building new topsides) is lower than 

LCOE even without TNUoS charges. The results are similar for the average scenario 

as well except this time LCOE without TNUoS is comparable. In the high cost scenario, 

LCOH-MagnusRU, LCOH-MagnusNP and LCOETNUoS become comparable.  

When adding costs for building the topside, LCOH becomes significantly more 

expensive increasing the cost of energy transportation by 8-28% using 957.5MW 

electrolyser or 19-36% using 1500MW electrolyser. This suggests that while large-

scale non-grid connected centralised offshore hydrogen production is expected to be 

more expensive than LCOE in 2030, co-locating hydrogen production with wind 

turbines might be competitive with the cable alternative. However, O&M within this 

work does not include serving several individual units in different locations, which 

should be considered in any future work investigating WTG co-located hydrogen 

production.  
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Figure 5.29 presents varying discount rates for both floating wind and hydrogen 

production in sensitivity analysis. Both Spyroudi et al. [57] and Scottish Government 

[136] use the same value of r for both the LCOE and LCOH calculation, which might 

be disputable as floating offshore wind is more established than offshore hydrogen 

production and thus is likely to involve less risk. As shown in Figure 5.29, 2% change 

in discount rate for hydrogen production, causes around 3% change in LCOH while 

2% change in discount rate for floating offshore wind, causes 5-6 % change in LCOH.  

 

 

Figure 5.29: LCOH sensitivity to r with different LCOE discount rates. 

5.6.6 Limitations 

There are limitations to this work due to the breadth of the research topic and limited 

time available for completion. One such limitation is the design life for pipelines as it 

was assumed to be the entire lifetime of the hydrogen production project for both re-

used and new pipelines. While this is possible for the new pipelines, it is questionable 

for the re-used pipelines. This could have been included as an extra O&M cost for re-

used pipelines, but O&M was calculated based on length and wall thickness only, 

which limits this work and makes LCOH for re-used pipelines more favourable. Thus, 

future work could calculate and include a percentage of added O&M cost to allow for 

safe re-use of pipelines.  
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5.7 Conclusion and Future Work 

This chapter compares economic feasibility of two routes to transfer energy to shore. 

A more conventional way through cables in the form of electricity, and a more novel 

route, by using pipelines to transfer renewable electricity in the form of green 

hydrogen. 

Both hydrogen scenarios whether re-using oil and gas pipelines or building new 

pipelines are cheaper than using cables in low and average cost scenarios for large 

scale floating offshore wind farm. The cost for offshore green hydrogen has been 

calculated to range between 84-170 €/MWh for 1500MW electrolysis capacity, re-

using pipelines and 137-225 €/MWh for 1500MW electrolysis capacity including new 

pipelines and a platform. 

However, cables become a cheaper option in the high cost scenario and as soon as 

building a new topside is involved. Adding a new topside to accommodate 1500MW 

electrolysis capacity increases LCOH between 19 and 36% across the three cost 

scenarios. For a topside accommodating a 957.5MW electrolyser there is between 8 

and 28% increase in LCOH.  

When considering building new pipelines rather than re-using old pipelines due to 

pressure limitations, to avoid hydrogen embrittlement in high grade steel pipelines, or 

unknown structural integrity of old pipelines, it has been found that building new 

pipelines does not add much to LCOH. This is because the old pipelines still have to 

be maintained and decommissioned as well as the new pipelines. The only difference 

in cost is CAPEX which converts into 2% increase in LCOH. The arguments for re-

using gas pipelines would be the environment and time. From the environmental 

perspective, it would be favourable to re-use existing pipelines (if in a good state) to 

avoid disrupting marine life with construction noise and damage to the sea bed, while 

re-using already available existing pipelines would speed up decarbonisation by 

stimulating earlier uptake of hydrogen by increasing supply. 

While this work used levelised cost of energy to compare the two energy transfer 

methods and help developers to decide on building far offshore windfarms, future work 

could include economic analysis looking more into profitability of a projected 

investment. This could be in the form of net present value calculations including further 

market and policy tools analysis such as hydrogen contracts for difference. 
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Another aspect not covered by this research is transportation via other means such as 

shipping. Future work could involve techno-economic comparison between 

transportation of hydrogen through pipelines and ships as well as direct use of 

hydrogen offshore. 

While this thesis slightly touches the centralised versus co-located hydrogen 

production question, future work could take the basis introduced within and look in 

greater depth at advantages and disadvantages of each method. Aspects such as 

economies of scale, footprint reduction, control systems, O&M, and efficiency should 

be considered to compare the two. 

Although it was concluded that in 2030, LCOH for centralised hydrogen production is 

higher than LCOE, offshore green hydrogen is still an interesting commodity, and such 

project might still go forward for several reasons such as:  

• Significant amount of hydrogen needed to decarbonise hard to electrify sectors 

• Increasing amount of RE connected to the grid, causing less buildable RE 

projects in the future, unless alternative methods of power transportation, such 

as hydrogen and its derivatives, are proposed 

• Hydrogen can enable international renewable energy export  

• Local island communities might not support projects that take their renewable 

resources and send them to different parts of the country rather than supporting 

local decarbonisation projects 
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 CHAPTER 6 - CONCLUSION 

This section summarises the work done in this thesis, underlines major outcomes and 

highlights those areas that need further work done, to enable large scale offshore 

green hydrogen production re-using oil and gas infrastructure. 

The work presented in Chapter 2 mapped possible sites for offshore hydrogen 

production in Scotland, outlined the methodology for detailed resource assessment, 

wind farm design and introduced losses and uncertainty that need to be considered. 

The major outcomes of the chapter were: 

• The four areas identified where existing O&G infrastructure coincides with 

already existing or potential offshore wind sites.  

• The observation that the sites are in deep water indicating the use of floating 

wind technology for production of offshore hydrogen on O&G infrastructure and 

that none of the draft plan options for tidal and wave developments were located 

in proximity of O&G infrastructure, which is going to change with the upcoming 

INTOG.  

• Some of the platforms identified especially in Area A have foundations heavier 

than 10,000 tonnes meaning there might not be any economic advantage to re-

using the foundations. However, there might be an economic advantage to 

hydrogen production operator not having to build new ones. The opposite 

applies to Areas C and D.  

• The importance of discussion between RE and O&G industry to utilise the O&G 

infrastructure for hydrogen production before suitable sites identified are 

decommissioned.  

• The importance of integrating the design of the hydrogen plant with the 

windfarm at an early stage to optimise the performance of both as the 

availability of the electrolyser can have significant impact on CF when no grid 

is available.  

Chapter 3 looked into available literature investigating offshore hydrogen production, 

provided insights into balance of plant for offshore green hydrogen production and 

methodology to calculate the size of the electrolyser and hydrogen flow rate.  

Major findings include: 
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• PEM electrolysis in combination with reverse osmosis desalination is currently 

the most suitable way to produce green hydrogen offshore.  

• For large scale non grid connected windfarms that are located far offshore, a 

scenario where electrolysers are located on a wind turbine could be more 

suitable, as this would allow for bigger electrolysis capacity, albeit individual 

electrolysers with their BoP would be required to fit on the turbine platforms. 

• Hourly hydrogen flow rate was calculated to vary between 30,000-17,230 kg/h 

for a 1500MW electrolyser, and 19,150-17,227 kg/h for 957.5MW electrolyser.  

 

Chapter 4 investigates the technical feasibility of re-using gas pipelines for 

transportation of hydrogen from a material and thermo-hydraulic perspective. It takes 

flow rates from a 1.5 GW theoretical windfarm calculated in Chapter 3 and uses them 

to simulate hydrogen transportation in two case study North Sea pipelines. Major 

conclusions of this chapter are: 

• Based on an extensive literature search, it is concluded that it is possible to re-

use oil and gas pipelines for hydrogen considering material as a single factor 

even if they are of higher grade than X52 as long as the operating pressure is 

reduced. However, the pipelines would then be able to carry only a fraction of 

the hydrogen that they could at higher pressures, which reduces the design 

energy supply of the pipelines when transporting hydrogen rather than natural 

gas.  

• It is possible to re-use gas pipelines from a thermo-hydraulic perspective even 

without requiring the use of a compressor on the platform. However, substantial 

summer and winter hydrogen production differences cause efficiency issues, 

leading to substantial storage requirements. 

• PIPESIM simulations showed that 20 bar would not be sufficient to transport 

the hydrogen produced from the 1.5GW windfarm through the shorter feeder 

pipelines such as PL164, while the maximum assumed pressure for the PEM 

electrolyser, 50 bar, allows the transportation of hydrogen from 1.5GW wind 

farm for both feeder and transmission pipelines such as PL164 and FLAGS. 
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• For PL164, 50 bar is more suitable for the range of mass flow rates expectable 

from a 1.5 GW windfarm. The problem comes with the longer transmission 

pipeline, FLAGS, where transportation of hydrogen at 50bar takes anywhere 

from 38-67 hours, which increases even further at 100bar (75.6-133 hours) due 

to the line being underutilised, requiring higher hydrogen flow rate. This could 

be solved by including storage to be able to transport higher flow rates in 

periods with lower wind in the summer. 

• While 100 bar significantly increases the maximum mass flow rate transferred 

through the pipelines, which is important as hydrogen has lower heat capacity 

per volume in comparison to natural gas, it also significantly increases the 

transportation time, and would not be an optimal solution for a 1.5GW wind farm 

in current case study.   

• New shorter pipelines could be built to three gas terminals St Fergus, Flotta 

and Sullom Voe that would all be suitable due to upcoming hydrogen projects 

in all three. 

• The advantage of building new pipelines is that new pipelines can be built from 

material with suitable steel grade operating at higher pressure and known 

pipeline integrity. The disadvantage of purpose build pipeline would be the 

limited capacity design, which would disable other future hydrogen production 

facilities in the vicinity to use it for hydrogen transport, unless it would be 

designed for larger amounts of hydrogen, which would increase the cost and 

decrease the efficiency.  

Chapter 5 compares economic feasibility of two routes to transfer energy to shore. A 

more conventional way through cables in the form of electricity, and a more novel 

route, by using pipelines to transfer renewable electricity in the form of green 

hydrogen. The major conclusions are: 

• Both hydrogen scenarios whether re-using oil and gas pipelines or building new 

pipelines are cheaper than using cables in low and average cost scenarios for 

large scale floating offshore wind farm. The cost for offshore green hydrogen 

has been calculated to range between 84-170 €/MWh for 1500MW electrolysis 

capacity, re-using pipelines and 137-225 €/MWh for 1500MW electrolysis 

capacity including new pipelines and a platform. 
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• Cables become a cheaper option in the high cost scenario and as soon as 

building a new topside is involved. Adding a new topside to accommodate 

1500MW electrolysis capacity increases LCOH between 19 and 36% across 

the three cost scenarios. For a topside accommodating a 957.5MW electrolyser 

there is between 8 and 28% increase in LCOH.  

• The advantages of building new pipelines rather than re-using old pipelines are 

avoiding pressure limitations and hydrogen embrittlement in high grade steel 

pipelines, as well as unknown structural integrity of old pipelines. 

• It has been found that building new pipelines to shore does not add much to 

LCOH because the old pipelines still have to be maintained and 

decommissioned as well as the new pipelines. The only difference in cost is 

CAPEX which converts into 2% increase in LCOH.  

• The arguments for re-using gas pipelines are the environment and time. From 

the environmental perspective, it would be favourable to re-use existing 

pipelines (if in a good state) to avoid disrupting marine life with construction 

noise and damage to the sea bed, while re-using already available existing 

pipelines would speed up decarbonisation by stimulating earlier uptake of 

hydrogen by increasing supply. 

Although it was concluded that in 2030, LCOH for centralised hydrogen production is 

higher than LCOE, offshore green hydrogen is still an interesting commodity, and such 

project might still go forward for several reasons such as:  

• Significant amount of hydrogen needed to decarbonise hard to electrify sectors 

• Increasing amount of RE connected to the grid, causing less buildable RE 

projects in the future, unless alternative methods of power transportation, such 

as hydrogen and its derivatives, are proposed 

• Hydrogen can enable international renewable energy export  

• Local island communities might not support projects that take their renewable 

resources and send them to different parts of the country rather than supporting 

local decarbonisation projects 
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6.1 Future Work 

As identified within the individual chapters, there are still many areas that require 

further research to enable large scale offshore green hydrogen production re-using oil 

and gas infrastructure.  

Chapter 2 suggests that future research should include QGIS analysis with INTOG 

areas, or a completely new user accountancy map including areas that were under 

O&G exclusion zones during the time of this research. Future work could also include 

tidal and wave energy converters as this technology is evolving and could provide 

smaller hydrogen production for the use of decarbonisation of O&G platforms or to fuel 

O&M ships. Last challenge identified within Chapter 2 that would benefit from further 

work was the effect of connecting hydrogen plant to a wind farm on CF with further 

research looking into connection issues, losses and availability issues in more detail.   

Chapter 3 recommends that techno economic analysis into different hydrogen carriers 

such as ammonia, synthetic natural gas, and liquid hydrocarbons should be 

investigated in the future research. Other areas of offshore hydrogen production that 

would benefit from further research are direct sea water electrolysis, investigation into 

electrolysers suitable for offshore environment, and investigation into advantages and 

disadvantages of centralised electrolysis on a platform versus wind turbine co-located 

electrolysers. Further work into challenges such as black start, AC to DC conversion 

and system stability as well as research into offshore hydrogen storage to help to offset 

the difference between summer and winter hydrogen production, would also allow for 

faster commercialisation of offshore hydrogen production.  

Chapter 4 concludes that future work could include transient phenomena flow model 

analysing real time operation, hydrogen tracking, leakage, and metering for natural 

gas-hydrogen blends as well as pure hydrogen. This is the natural next step after 

feasibility studies, to enable safe hydrogen pipeline operation. 

Both Chapter 3 and 4 would also benefit from further research work on safety aspects 

associated with hydrogen production and transportation. These could be sourced from 

existing oil and gas safety aspects as well as standards such as Hydrogen 

Technologies Code by National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) [299]. 
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Chapter 5 proposes economic analysis looking more into profitability of a projected 

investment to be further investigated. This could be in the form of net present value 

calculations including further market and policy tools analysis such as hydrogen 

contracts for difference. Another aspect not covered by this research is transportation 

via other means such as shipping. Future work could involve techno-economic 

comparison between transportation of hydrogen through pipelines and ships as well 

as direct use of hydrogen offshore and further investigate centralised and co-located 

hydrogen production taking into consideration aspects such as economies of scale, 

footprint reduction, control systems, O&M, and efficiency. Lastly, future work could use 

information from this research and make a decision based tool to determine at what 

distance it is better to transfer power through cables, pipelines or shipping including 

different hydrogen derivatives.  
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APPENDIX B 

Appendix B shows supporting data for Chapter 3. Figure B1 shows hourly mean wind 

speed data in m/s over 21 years for the area around Magnus platform. The data is 

colour scaled with green representing the lowest mean wind speed and red the 

highest. 

Figure B2 shows the mean power production in kW per hour per individual 10MW wind 

turbine data as described in Section 3.3.2 in Chapter 3. The least windy hour with the 

lowest mean power production, which was used to size the electrolyser with the 

smallest capacity, is highlighted. 

Figure B3 shows the average windfarm utilisation (AWFu) when connected to 957.5 

MW electrolyser calculated as per Section 3.3.2 in Chapter 3. As the electrolyser is 

sized according to the wind resource in the summer months, windfarm is fully utilised 

in the summer. However, this is not the case in the winter months when windfarm 

produces at full capacity and thus being utilised on average around 64%.  

Figure B4 shows the 1500 MW electrolyser utilisation (AEu) when connected to the 

1500MW windfarm as per Section 3.3.2 in Chapter 3. The electroyser is fully utilised 

during the winter when windfarm is producing at full capacity (note no losses are 

included yet) and utilised at around 65% in the summer, when the wind resource is 

lower. 

As highlighted in Chapter 3, utilisation factors are only based on the wind resource ie 

they are gross percentages. To gain net percentage of operation, losses have to be 

applied as discussed in Section 3.3.3.3 in Chapter 3. 
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Figure B1: Hourly mean wind speed data for the area around Magnus platform. 

 

Figure B2: Mean power production per hour per individual 10MW wind turbine, 

with highlighted least windy hour.  

 

Mean of WS_ERA-5 (m/s)

Hour Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

00:00 - 01:00 12.662 11.913 10.798 9.704 8.501 8.148 8.015 8.166 9.835 11.075 11.924 12.033

01:00 - 02:00 12.735 11.921 10.775 9.69 8.463 8.143 8.001 8.148 9.766 11.079 11.93 12.053

02:00 - 03:00 12.797 11.966 10.733 9.678 8.472 8.188 7.97 8.122 9.712 11.08 11.98 12.029

03:00 - 04:00 12.834 11.937 10.722 9.632 8.457 8.23 7.976 8.107 9.701 11.058 11.965 12.079

04:00 - 05:00 12.836 11.952 10.754 9.575 8.448 8.266 7.983 8.106 9.723 11.042 11.908 12.116

05:00 - 06:00 12.805 11.932 10.798 9.557 8.411 8.285 8.003 8.132 9.767 11.016 11.882 12.144

06:00 - 07:00 12.755 11.92 10.821 9.534 8.358 8.295 8.009 8.156 9.864 11.016 11.889 12.194

07:00 - 08:00 12.703 11.9 10.843 9.528 8.369 8.295 8.027 8.191 9.935 11.045 11.838 12.288

08:00 - 09:00 12.677 11.919 10.952 9.568 8.405 8.287 8.032 8.222 10.006 11.113 11.781 12.411

09:00 - 10:00 12.679 11.999 11.078 9.635 8.434 8.299 8.041 8.252 10.053 11.127 11.774 12.533

10:00 - 11:00 12.672 11.976 11.103 9.615 8.319 8.231 8.009 8.161 10.043 11.099 11.598 12.52

11:00 - 12:00 12.52 11.973 11.052 9.646 8.251 8.212 7.996 8.131 10.04 11.037 11.508 12.514

12:00 - 13:00 12.486 12.038 11.018 9.662 8.265 8.222 7.979 8.124 10.005 10.928 11.509 12.554

13:00 - 14:00 12.555 12.111 11.003 9.704 8.281 8.227 8.001 8.148 9.952 10.884 11.556 12.557

14:00 - 15:00 12.556 12.145 10.976 9.765 8.291 8.225 7.984 8.178 9.932 10.869 11.598 12.559

15:00 - 16:00 12.554 12.134 10.942 9.769 8.277 8.219 7.971 8.203 9.904 10.855 11.608 12.529

16:00 - 17:00 12.503 12.127 10.942 9.777 8.26 8.221 7.939 8.226 9.852 10.862 11.648 12.528

17:00 - 18:00 12.459 12.113 10.904 9.749 8.277 8.202 7.928 8.245 9.843 10.89 11.635 12.52

18:00 - 19:00 12.514 12.102 10.873 9.733 8.315 8.192 7.93 8.254 9.78 10.983 11.638 12.566

19:00 - 20:00 12.605 12.052 10.872 9.749 8.348 8.199 7.912 8.27 9.791 11.063 11.691 12.621

20:00 - 21:00 12.695 12.064 10.891 9.797 8.396 8.204 7.934 8.28 9.871 11.151 11.774 12.655

21:00 - 22:00 12.771 12.139 10.917 9.855 8.467 8.236 7.983 8.304 9.924 11.256 11.905 12.597

22:00 - 23:00 12.569 12.007 10.89 9.807 8.523 8.221 8.026 8.298 10.013 11.197 11.909 12.333

23:00 - 24:00 12.527 11.969 10.811 9.713 8.508 8.206 8.013 8.277 9.961 11.164 11.932 12.176

Hour Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

00:00 - 01:00 10000 9923 8937 7970 6906 6594 6476 6610 8086 9182 9933 10000

01:00 - 02:00 10000 9930 8917 7957 6872 6589 6464 6594 8025 9186 9938 10000

02:00 - 03:00 10000 9970 8880 7947 6880 6629 6436 6571 7977 9187 9982 10000

03:00 - 04:00 10000 9944 8870 7906 6867 6666 6442 6558 7967 9167 9969 10000

04:00 - 05:00 10000 9958 8898 7856 6859 6698 6448 6557 7987 9153 9919 10000

05:00 - 06:00 10000 9940 8937 7840 6826 6715 6466 6580 8025 9130 9896 10000

06:00 - 07:00 10000 9929 8957 7819 6779 6724 6471 6601 8111 9130 9902 10000

07:00 - 08:00 10000 9912 8977 7814 6789 6724 6487 6632 8174 9156 9857 10000

08:00 - 09:00 10000 9928 9073 7849 6821 6717 6491 6659 8237 9216 9806 10000

09:00 - 10:00 10000 9999 9185 7909 6847 6727 6499 6686 8278 9228 9800 10000

10:00 - 11:00 10000 9979 9207 7891 6745 6667 6471 6605 8270 9203 9645 10000

11:00 - 12:00 10000 9976 9162 7918 6685 6650 6459 6579 8267 9148 9565 10000

12:00 - 13:00 10000 10000 9132 7933 6697 6659 6444 6573 8236 9052 9566 10000

13:00 - 14:00 10000 10000 9118 7970 6711 6664 6464 6594 8189 9013 9607 10000

14:00 - 15:00 10000 10000 9095 8024 6720 6662 6449 6620 8171 9000 9645 10000

15:00 - 16:00 10000 10000 9064 8027 6708 6657 6437 6642 8147 8988 9653 10000

16:00 - 17:00 10000 10000 9064 8034 6693 6658 6409 6663 8101 8994 9689 10000

17:00 - 18:00 10000 10000 9031 8010 6708 6642 6399 6680 8093 9018 9677 10000

18:00 - 19:00 10000 10000 9003 7995 6741 6633 6401 6688 8037 9101 9680 10000

19:00 - 20:00 10000 10000 9003 8010 6771 6639 6385 6702 8047 9171 9727 10000

20:00 - 21:00 10000 10000 9019 8052 6813 6643 6405 6711 8117 9249 9800 10000

21:00 - 22:00 10000 10000 9042 8103 6876 6672 6448 6732 8164 9342 9916 10000

22:00 - 23:00 10000 10000 9018 8061 6925 6658 6486 6726 8243 9290 9920 10000

23:00 - 24:00 10000 9973 8949 7978 6912 6645 6474 6708 8197 9261 9940 10000
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Figure B3: Windfarm utilisation results at 957.5MW electrolyser. 

 

Figure B4: Electrolyser utilisation results at 1500MW electrolyser size. 
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